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Note to readers: This report has been formatted in a way that the Commission hopes will

improve its accessibility, readability and understanding.

Summary

The face of US public safety is shifting rapidly in response to the changing needs of

local communities who face rising rates of crime, violence and other safety threats

caused by persistent or growing rates of housing insecurity and homelessness, drug use

and mental illness. In this report, the Community Advisory on Public Safety (CAPS)

Commission describes the evidence-based and community-led policy design process

that it followed, and the resulting recommendations on how the City of Bloomington can

create a community-based crisis response and public safety program that will improve

safety for all residents.

The main recommendation is to create a Department of Community Safety and

Resilience (DCSR) that has the organizational structure, institutional goals, staffing,

long-term funding and community-wide support to coordinate a strategic response to

emerging threats facing the community, and to reduce crime, costs and injustice in a

community-led, evidence-based way. This recommendation is contingent upon a

feasibility study that should first be conducted by a qualified firm. A secondary

recommendation is to track and incorporate key indicators of community safety and

resilience into City organizational assessment procedures. These recommendations are

based on the Commission’s findings that the key problem areas driving the systemic

growth of these safety threats are: 1) barriers to access of important safety resources, 2)

conflicting institutional goals and interests in existing safety-related departments, and

3) a functional gap around coordinating a strategic response to emerging safety threats.

This Report and the recommendations in it were created for theMayor, the Common

Council, and the community. The research conducted by the Commission includes case

analysis of best practices across the US, scholarly work in policing and institutional

governance, local and national reports, and analysis of dispatch calls. Targeted outreach

was performed with safety-marginalized people and advocacy organizations, key

operational stakeholders from both city and county governments, including police and

fire departments, local service providers of drug treatment and housing services,
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national and local scholarly experts, business and housing market leaders, university

representatives,Mayoral candidates and anymembers of the public who wished to

participate. Outreach also included a Public Safety Town Hall event at the Monroe County

Public Library held in-person and online on April 11, 2023. The Commission was assisted in

this work by local volunteers from the Community Justice and Mediation Center

(CJAM), IU Student Agile Response Team (START), the Net Impact club of the Kelley

School of Business of Indiana University, and Help Ourselvesmutual aid organization.

Background

Three years ago, thousands of Bloomington residents attended the Black Lives Matter

march held on June 5, 2020 on the downtown square, protesting against nation-wide

perceptions of excessive policing practices in the wake of the murder of George Floyd by

Minneapolis police officers. The chants of the protestors in our city echoed nationwide1

protests held across the US calling for a systemic overhaul of public safety services, a

call led by Black and Brown communities who have suffered disproportionate harm from

the existing policing, justice and carceral systems.

Later that year, the Common Council established the Community Advisory on Public

Safety Commission by passing Ordinance 20-20. The CAPS Commission was established2

to:

promote “a concept of public safety with broad meaning across

community demographics” with an emphasis on protecting civil and human

rights, especially with a focus on protecting the rights, health and safety

needs of marginalized people and “giving voice” to those who are often

unheard.

2 Ordinance 20-20, City of Bloomington,
<https://bloomington.in.gov/onboard/legislationFiles/download?legislationFile_id=5564>

1 “Thousands Rally In Bloomington For Black Lives Matter Movement,” ADAM PINSKER, June 5, 2020
<https://indianapublicmedia.org/news/thousands-rally-in-support-of-black-lives-matter-movement.p
hp>
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The ordinance directs the Commission to gather data and perform local outreach, research

evidence-based alternatives to policing programs, identify best practices across the US and

worldwide and make recommendations to the City. This report is the result of two years of

the Commission’s work on this topic.

Mission, Founding Principles & Objective

The Alternative Public Safety Outreach Special Committee’smission to reduce crime,

costs and injustice was decided by consensus in the Alternative Policing & Crisis Response

Committee of the CAPS Commission in 2021. This mission is based on what members

perceived to be the main problems that the community attributes to the local public safety

system in general, and to local law enforcement agencies in particular. When the

independent research stage was complete, our Alternative Public Safety Outreach Special

Committee, a standing committee of the CAPS Commission, was formed in 2023 to

continue work on this project.

The objective of this work is:

To empower the community to resolve these problems in a way that aligns with the

principles of: human dignity, racial equity, decriminalization of poverty, harm

reduction and restorative justice.

Goals

The three (3) goals of this report are to:

1. Recommend a community-led alternative public safety program that will reduce

crime, costs and injustice.

2. Empower the community to have maximum control of program design,

implementation and oversight.
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3. Ensure sustainability of program through wide community endorsement,

recommendations for civic and institutional partnerships and metrics for success.

Process

The Alternative Policing and Crisis Response Committee was created by the CAPS

Commission in 2021. That Committee agreed to use a community-centered and

data-driven approach that is adapted from the design-centered entrepreneurship3

method of business innovation and problem-solving to the civic sector, optimizing for social

goals rather than business goals. This approach also utilizes root cause analysis (RCA)4

and systems thinking to resolve complex social problems and improve organizations.5

This process was designed to synthesize local needs and priorities with national best

practices and scientific evidence.

Design-Centered Entrepreneurship Process

The eight steps in the design-centered entrepreneurship process are:

1. Problem-Finding

2. Fact-Finding

3. Problem Definition

4. Idea-Finding

5. Evaluate and Select

6. Plan

7. Acceptance

8. Action

5 Wikipedia contributors, "Systems theory," Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Systems_theory&oldid=1155576948 (accessed June 12,
2023).

4 Wikipedia contributors, "Root cause analysis," Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Root_cause_analysis&oldid=1158416790 (accessed June
12, 2023).

3 Basadur, Min, and Michael G. Goldsby. Design-Centered Entrepreneurship. Routledge EBooks,
2016. https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315686912.
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This report documents the CAPS Commission’s efforts to facilitate this process of

community innovation and problem-solving up to and including Step 5 - Evaluate and

Select. We hope that once this Report and its Recommendations has been delivered to the

Common Council, Mayor’s Office and all other key City stakeholders in public safety, that

they will decide to join in completing the last three steps together with the CAPS

Commission to improve safety outcomes, enable more equitable justice outcomes

and reduce overall costs.

Root Cause Analysis (RCA)

RCA was developed in the fields of science and engineering as an effective way to optimize

system performance, and it has also been applied in industrial and social settings. The

benefit of using RCA is that it allows the Committee to view public safety in the community

as a whole system, recognizing the driving forces behind the community’s threats to

public safety, the specific causal mechanisms that enable those driving forces to operate

in the community, and the symptoms which manifest in our local community as threats to

public safety.

Project Stages

Project Stage Research (Steps 1-2) Outreach (Steps 2-3) Recommendations
(Steps 4-5)

Goal 1 Review relevant scholarly
work, local subject matter
experts, relevant
quantitative data, reports,
and 4-5 existing US
models that exemplify
best practices

Identify local safety needs
and major challenges

Recommend program
combining best practices
w/ local needs
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Goal 2 Identify local institutions,
individuals and any other
key stakeholders in public
safety in the community

Perform targeted
stakeholder outreach,
including a facilitated
town hall event to guide
program design

Recommend
organizational structure,
implementation practices
and oversight procedures
to maximize community
control

Goal 3 Research key
sustainability factors
including budgeting,
partnerships, staffing, key
performance indicators

Consult with city
departments, local
service providers and
other key stakeholders to
maximize sustainability

Recommend policy or
programming
improvements, including
partnerships, staffing and
KPI’s to measure success

Initial Problem Question

Following the design-centered entrepreneurship process Step 1: Problem-Finding, the

Committee formulated an initial problem question that it seeks to answer. This question

guided the research and outreach completed in Step 2: Fact-Finding. The Committee

created the initial problem question based on testimony from local advocates for

safety-marginalized groups that was heard by the Alternative Policing and Crisis

Response Committee in 2021:

Howmight we design, fund and maintain an alternative public safety

program that protects the civil and human rights of all members of our

community while giving voice to the most marginalized members who are

often unheard?

Research

The first part of the fact-finding stage, or Step 3 Problem Definition, involved identifying

recent scholarly work, case studies, reports, best practices and relevant quantitative

data that illustrates the initial problem question to be solved in amultidimensional,

evidenced-based way.
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Scholarly Work and Local Experts

During the last two years since May 2021, the Special Committee has met with community

leaders in the areas of racial equity (Black Lives Matter-Bloomington), harm reduction

(Indiana Recovery Alliance), homelessness (Heading Home of Monroe County United

Way) and conflict resolution (Community Justice and Mediation), consulted directly with

scholars of policing (Alex Vitale at Brooklyn College - City University of New York) social

work (Donyel Byrd at Indiana University), and expert practitioners of conflict resolution

and restorative justice (Liz Grenat and others at Community Justice and Mediation

Center). The Special Committee has also performed in-depth research with operators and

designers of some of the most successful alternative public safety programs in the US.

The Special Committee’s consultations with Alex Vitale, Professor of Sociology at Brooklyn

College, CUNY and Coordinator of the Policing and Social Justice Project, emphasized the

importance of ensuring community control over the design and oversight of any

alternative public safety program, as well as detailing the scientific evidence for the

programs that limit the harm posed to communities by systemic public safety problems.

Critically, the Special Committee discovered that increased spending or staffing to

policing programs, including reforms such as adding social workers and/or other

unarmed response officers to be embedded within police departments have not

historically produced lower levels of either crime or injustice in communities who have

tracked the outcomes of such reforms.

Working with Donyel Byrd at the School of Social Work at Indiana University gave us a

direct connection to the lived experiences of marginalized community members of

Bloomington who expressed to us how their safety is compromised by existing policing

and public safety programs, including those who experience criminalization on the

basis of their race, gender, sexual orientation, drug use, housing status, previous

incarceration or socioeconomic status. While performing community outreach under the

expert advice of Liz Grenat, Executive Director of the Community Justice and Mediation

Center, the Special Committee learned about effective practices of community facilitation

and problem-solving, restorative justice and non-coercive methods of conflict

resolution.
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Through local research with subject matter experts, the Special Committee learned that the

main perceived threats to public safety in the community are: increasing rates of violent

crime, homelessness, mental illness and drug use. We learned that all of these problems

harm Black residents and other racial minorities disproportionately in our community,

but they also especially harm unhoused people, people with mental illness, drug users

and those who have experienced incarceration. Furthermore, we learned that the

increasing visibility of these problems near downtown Bloomington also poses threats to

the economic prosperity of the City, inspiring a broad set of community stakeholders to

engage with the Committee on this project.

Quantitative Data

To better assess how our community compares to the rest of Indiana in public health and

safety areas, we first consulted the County Health Rankings that are compiled by the6

University of Wisconsin using US county health department data. These rankings include

important indicators of threats to public safety, such as severe housing problems and

income inequality, in which both categoriesMonroe County takes the top position out

of 92 counties in Indiana.

To understand how local law enforcement officers currently respond to crisis situations in

our community, we utilized the Calls for Service dataset of the City of Bloomington’s

Open Data Dashboard. The Special Committee’s initial analysis of the BPD Calls for Service

in the last 12 months according to the protocols recommended by the Community

Responder Model Report of the Center for American Progress, which is represented in the7

figure below, indicates that up to 54% of all service calls to which BPD officers are

currently being dispatched might be served by community responders.

Figure 1. Analysis of recent 12-months of Bloomington Police Department Service Calls

7 The Community Responder Model.” 2020. Center for American Progress.
https://www.americanprogress.org/article/community-responder-model/.

6 “County Health Rankings Model.” n.d. County Health Rankings.
https://www.countyhealthrankings.org/explore-health-rankings/county-health-rankings-model.
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Nature of call Number of calls CR/Police

Welfare check 17,321 CR*

Extra patrol 13,252 P

Follow up 10,295 P

Sus Act Person 9,825 P

Service 8,804 CR

Trespass 7,701 CR*

Noise 7.264 CR

Alarm 7,143 P

Disturbance 6,729 CR*

Accident 6,537 CR

Theft 6,211 P

TOTAL 101,082 (100%) CR = 54,356 (54%)

P = Police are likely the most cost and outcome-effective responders for this kind of service
call, according to the protocols recommended in the Community Responder Model report

CR = Community Responders may be cost and outcome-effective in these kinds of service
calls according to the protocols recommended in the Community Responder Model report

CR* = Community Responders are recommended in these kinds of calls according to the
Community Responder Model report on best practices across the US in community
policing, however there may be statutory or other reasons why police must respond to
these calls, according to feedback received from Bloomington Police Department
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Reports

Next our Committee studied the conclusions reached in the most relevant local and

national reports created on this topic, including the 2017 Safety, Civility and Justice

Report created by the City of Bloomington’s Safety Civility and Justice Task Force, which8

concluded that “a key missing piece for Bloomington and Monroe County” is “The

community does not have adequate collaborative infrastructure,” to enable the “rich

array of organizations from the public, private, and nonprofit sector who can help address”

the shared threats to safety, civility and justice. The report also notes that “there is no

shared information portal and no structured and comprehensive collaborative

network fitted to the problems. This requires an assessment of what organizations

exist and who can contribute what to the shared concern about safety, civility, and

justice.”

The 2019 Working Hard, Falling Behind Report of the Bloomington Affordable Living9

Committee draws attention to the fact that average rents in Bloomington are nearly

double the price that is affordable to those earning local wages. That report also made

the recommendation that the City should create land banks that can purchase

affordable housing when it becomes available for sale to ensure it stays affordable for

local residents.

The Special Committee also reviewed the 2023 State of Public Safety created by the10

Bloomington Police Department, which includes the observation that their successful

pilot program of police-embedded community responders has already enabled their

department to have “more capacity to address emergent concerns in a timely fashion,”

and that their top three 2023 goals include, “Address violent crimes by working in

10 “State of Public Safety Report 2023.” City of Bloomington, Indiana,
https://bloomington.in.gov/sites/default/files/2023-02/State%20of%20Public%20Safety%20Report%2
02023.pdf.

9 Stafford, Phillip. n.d. “Working Hard Falling Behind - A Report on Affordability -- Optimized - Built 1
November 2019.” City of Bloomington, Indiana. Accessed July 23, 2023.
https://bloomington.in.gov/sites/default/files/2021-04/Working%20Hard%20Falling%20Behind%20--
%20Flat-%20Built%201%20November%202019.pdf.

8 “Safety, Civility and Justice Task Force Report 2016.” City of Bloomington, Indiana.
https://bloomington.in.gov/sites/default/files/2017-07/SCJ_Final_Report.docx.
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concert with not only the entire criminal justice system but with the community as a

whole.”

Finally, the 2022 Future of Policing Task Force Report created by the City of11

Bloomington’s Future of Policing Task Force included the following recommendations that

are relevant to this Report:

● “Further explore community policing – Realizing that some of the stated benefits

of Community Policing include closer alliances between the police and the

community; reducing community fear of crime; improving community-police

relations and the facilitation of a more effective response to community

problems. Community policing is not without its challenges. The task force will

explore multiple community policing models and initiatives to see how they might

be adapted or utilized in Bloomington. One of the benefits of community policing is

the adaptability to the culture of a given community. It is not one size fits all,

however, it will be beneficial to know what has worked or not worked in other

communities similar in size, scope and culture to Bloomington, Indiana,” and to

● “Explore possibilities to have agencies outside of the police department with the

ability to respond to mental and physical health emergencies. Research other

community programs of this type to determine what might be applicable to

Bloomington/Monroe County. “

Our Special Committee also consulted the 21st Century Fire and Emergency Services

Report that was created in 2020 with feedback from 1,200 fire, emergency services and12

local government management professionals in the US by the International City/County

Management Association (ICMA) and the Center for Public Safety Excellence, which

recommends the following Initiatives:

12 “White Paper: 21st Century Fire and Emergency Services.” 2020. ICMA.
https://icma.org/documents/white-paper-21st-century-fire-and-emergency-services.

11 “Future of Policing Task Force Initial Report 052022.docx.” City of Bloomington, Indiana, 1 April
2022,
https://bloomington.in.gov/sites/default/files/2022-05/Future%20of%20Policing%20Task%20Force%2
0Initial%20Report%20052022.docx.pdf.
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● A1. Celebrate the heritage of the fire and emergency services while recognizing

that [public safety] services provided have evolved and will continue to

experience significant changes over the next 30 years.

● B1. Enhance alignment between community, elected officials, [public safety]

management, labor/volunteer representatives, and overall [public safety]

workforce.

● B2. Promote an organizational environment that is adaptable, open to change,

innovative, and focused on continuous improvement.

● C1. Utilize quality data for evidence-based decision making to assess and

produce the best outcomes.

● C2. Implement advanced data analytics to make informed decisions.

● E1. Acknowledge the need to work with a wide range of partners to serve the

community and develop local strategies to create new approaches to

providing services more effectively.

● E3. Continue to expand community emergency response capabilities.

This Report was also informed by the volunteer research and reporting efforts of several

teams of Indiana University students, including a report by Net Impact business and IT

students who concluded that current police staffing shortages are an opportunity for

the City to consider alternative policing programs, a report by START program

students who concluded the City should take more direct action in providing access to

very low-income housing, and IU School of Social Work students who provided our

committee with direct information on perceptions of public safety by residents who

utilize local service providers of access to basic safety resources.

National Best Practices

Northampton, MA

The Northampton Policing Review Commission was created by the City Council of

Northampton, Massachusetts to address calls for racial equity and better oversight of

police by the community. In 2021, the Commission released a report titled “Reimagining
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Safety” which calls for the creation of a Department of Community Care, improved13

options for crisis response, a housing first approach to homelessness, and resources

for harm reduction for drug users. In-depth study of this report and a personal interview

with one of the Commission Chairs revealed several valuable lessons, including:

1. A shift in viewing public safety from the punishment of crime to the protection of

public health through the decriminalization of poverty and using readily available

data to assess outcomes.

2. Prioritizing the staffing of alternative public safety programs with people who

have the lived experience of marginalization and/or criminalization to ensure a

focus on equity and harm reduction.

3. Maintaining the independence of such a program outside of the oversight of the

police, and directly planning for funding sources and community oversight

mechanisms.

Denver, CO

The Denver STAR Corresponder was created as a community response program made

possible through collaboration between the Caring for Denver Foundation, Denver

Police Department, Mental Health Center of Denver (MHCD), Denver Health

Paramedic Division, Denver 911, and community supports and resources through

funds generated through a 2018 ballot initiative that allocated funds for specific public

safety services and training related to mental health and substance misuse services. In this

collaboration, the program provided a third path of addressing community safety issues in

addition to the criminal justice system or the health/hospital system–though the funding

avenue situated the program within the Denver Police department.14

In 2021, funding and management shifted to the City and County of Denver in partnership

with the Mental Health Center of Denver, gradually moving to a fully functional alternate

responder model. We arrived at several valuable lessons through in-depth study of this

14 STAR Program Evaluation, City of Denver, Colorado
<https://wp-denverite.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2021/02/STAR_Pilot_6_Month
_Evaluation_FINAL-REPORT.pdf>

13 Northampton Policing Review Commission, City of Northampton, Massachusetts
<https://www.northamptonma.gov/DocumentCenter/View/16810/Reimagining-Safety---Northampto
n-Policing-Review-Commission-Report>
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report, the new contractual agreement, and personal interviews with the new director of

the advisory board, a program specialist, and a member of the correspondents, including:

1. Oversight from the director of Denver Department of Public Health and

Environment allows active adjustments to community concerns

2. The internal operations of the team addresses quality control issues through a

mediated restorative justice process

3. The above items offer a real-time, standardized way of resolving community

compliments and complaints

4. A 34% drop in reported crimes over six months by utilizing alternative services to

handle nonviolent calls, thus resolving community problems without unnecessary

criminalization of people experiencing crises. 15

Eugene, OR

Eugene, Oregon has spent decades developing a community-led response to public safety.

Their program is noted as one of the oldest models for police alternatives. It got its roots

from the “Bummer squad”, a 1960’s team of volunteers who responded to unmet needs in

the community with crisis intervention strategies. These grassroots efforts developed into

two main programs, both vital to its success. The White Bird Clinic, and later in the 1980’s,

CAHOOTS (Crisis Assistance Helping Out On The Streets), a renowned program of

responding to crises by community and mental health professionals. Their response model

diverts 17% of the Eugene Police Department’s total call volume while saving the city

an estimated $8.5 million in public safety spending per year.16

The White Bird Clinic has an all-in-one resource center for those experiencing

houselessness with the Front Room providing clothes, drinking water, mail services and

bathroom access. Workers of the Navigation Empowerment Services team act as a resource

for the community for everything from document assistance, deposit assistance and

treatment referrals. The center also offers 24/7 crisis intervention services such as

16

https://www.themunicipal.com/2021/04/cahoots-serves-as-crisis-intervention-resource-in-its-commu
nities/

15 https://news.stanford.edu/press/view/43952
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counseling, special transport, information/referrals and rapid rehousing for youth

experiencing unstable housing. White Bird Clinic has created a partnership with a mental

health clinic. Furthermore, they have expanded their services to include offering dental,

medical, substance use treatment, and a school based walk in clinic. Efforts to17

approach public safety through this holistic lens can prevent crimes and better the city’s

social health and security, all while saving money in the long run.

CAHOOTS is located in both Eugene and Springfield, Oregon, and is dispatched through the

emergency communication system. A medic and crisis worker respond to urgent needs

such as psychological concerns, referrals, advocacy and treatment transportation requests.

Their employees do not act on lifestyle choices but rather provide assistance for clients

through client-centered, harm reduction, and trauma-informed frameworks. While funding

for CAHOOTS is incorporated in the police contract, the staff are not law enforcement and

do not work directly with the city. Their funds are controlled by the city council. In

2019-2020, the program operated on $2.4 Million for both cities. Funding sources included

a city investment of $800,000, $630,000 county investment, federal sources, and

fundraising efforts. This funding allows for four crisis response vans to run throughout the

day. A 50% increase in budget would be needed to fully serve both communities. Valuable

feedback is collected to improve the current model by the stewardship council and Ad Hoc

to Cahoots.

Our three main takeaways from the Eugene, Oregon alternative public safety program are:

1. The use of amedic/social work/peer response model allows for ethical harm18

reduction strategies to be used in places where armed law enforcement responses

may escalate a crisis situation. The separation of emergency response from

police response allows police to focus on ongoing crimes and violent

encounters and gives citizens a security net to call for assistance in nonviolent

crises.

18 “Value of Peers Infographics: Peer Support.” 2017. SAMHSA.
https://www.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/programs_campaigns/brss_tacs/peers-supporting-recove
ry-mental-health-conditions-2017.pdf.

17 https://whitebirdclinic.org/services/
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2. Due to some client concerns about using the 911 dispatch system, a separate call

dispatch system should be created to remove the risk of an armed response

for community members who are hesitant to use the 911 system. This also has

the goal of reversing the priority of response so that the alternative responders will

be the first to any crisis call where a police presence is not required.

3. Any program developed must have three core elements, which are also confirmed

in the 2020 SAMHSA National Guidelines for Behaviorial Health Toolkit :19

a. Someone to Talk To (Crisis Call Services),

b. Someone to Respond (Mobile Crisis Services) and

c. A Place to Go (Crisis Receiving and Stabilization Services).

Ithaca, NY

In February 2022, the City of Ithaca was presented with recommendations for a new

umbrella organization for public safety called the Department of Community Safety,

which would oversee the existing police department and a new Division of Community

Solutions, made up of unarmed civilian responders. The report was created by a20

working group made up of both advocates for marginalized communities and law

enforcement representatives, and it included detailed stipulations for which types of

emergency calls should be responded to by police versus civilian responders, or by both.

Additionally, the civilian responders are tasked with performing regular community patrols

to increase community engagement and to make referrals to local social service agencies.

Besides creating the civilian emergency response division, the report also suggests several

changes to training, equipment and technology. In December 2022, several parts of the

plan were approved and put into the planning stages for 2023 implementation.21

21 City of Ithaca, New York, Reimagining Public Safety, News, Dominick Recckio, “2022 and 2023
Reimagining Public Safety Work Plans Approved”
<https://us.qmarkets.cloud/live/tompkins/subdomain/news-1396/end/node/3604?qmzn=XpYRsn>

20 Implementing the City of Ithaca’s New Public Safety Agency,
<https://www.cityofithaca.org/DocumentCenter/View/13725/WG_IthacaReport_Final>

19 “National Guidelines for Behavioral Health Crisis Care Best Practice Toolkit.” 2020. SAMHSA.
https://www.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/national-guidelines-for-behavioral-health-crisis-care-022
42020.pdf.
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The main takeaways from the Ithaca report are as follows:

● Clear delineations between what kinds of emergency calls should be diverted

to police, fire, EMS or to civilian responders should be made in coordination

between all of these agencies and in consultation with best practices by other

alternative policing programs included here.

● A mechanism for reporting low-level calls online by smartphone or computer

allows community members to have less contact with police and emergency

dispatch.

● A data analyst of community safety will work to review existing data sets for

actionable insights, establish new metrics of gauging success and create a live

dashboard for public safety.

Oakland, CA

In July 2020, Oakland’s 2030 Equitable Climate Action Plan (ECAP) was adopted by City

Council alongside a Racial Equity Impact Assessment + Implementation Guide (REIA). The22

REIA provides a comprehensive set of recommendations and best practices which include

Neighborhood Resilience Hubs for a more localized and equitable distribution of

community resources, as well as a Climate Action Network which builds local civic

capacity for more inclusive engagement for improving two-way accountability

between community residents and city officials.

Additionally, Oakland has successfully implemented participatory budgeting practices

that allows local district residents to vote to decide how city funds should be used to

develop resources for residents in low-income neighborhoods. Participatory budgeting is23

an important tool for increasing levels of democratic participation and building social

trust.

23 Participatory Budgeting Oakland <https://pboakland.org/page/about>

22 City of Oakland, Californica, 2030 Equitable Climate Action Plan, Racial Equity Impact Assessment +
Implementation Guide
<https://cao-94612.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/FINAL_Complete_EF-Racial-Equity-Impact-Assess
ment_7.3.2020_v2.pdf>
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Durham, NC

The Special Committee was not able to meet with anyone from this program before

completing this Report, however according to their website, the City of Durham, North

Carolina, home to Duke University, operates a Department of Community Safety that

“works to enhance public safety through community-centered approaches to

prevention and intervention as alternatives to policing and the criminal legal system. In

its second year, the department has three primary functions:

1. Piloting new response models for 911 calls for service,

2. Collaborating with community members to identify additional approaches to

public safety, and

3. Managing and evaluating existing contracts and external partnerships intended

to advance public safety.”24

So far, the department has established four crisis response teams that operate under the

name of "HEART" (Holistic Empathetic Assistance Response Teams).

1. Crisis Call Diversion (CCD): CCD embeds mental health clinicians in Durham's

9-1-1 call center.

2. Community Response Teams (CRT): CRT dispatches unarmed 3-person teams as

first responders to non-violent behavioral health and quality of life calls for

service.

3. Care Navigation (CN): Care Navigators follow up with people after meeting with

one of our first responders to help connect to the community-based care they

need and want.

4. Co-Response (CoR): CoR pairs clinicians with Durham police officers to respond

to certain calls for service that pose a greater potential safety risk.

Crisis Call Counselors embedded in the 911 call center serve eight major functions:

24 “Department of Community Safety.” Durham, NC.
<https://www.durhamnc.gov/4576/Community-Safety>
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1. Assess 911 callers’ needs, complete safety plans, and help identify the

appropriate response.

2. Divert non-emergent crisis calls that do not require an in-person response.

3. Connect people to resources to support with future mental health-related needs.

4. Dispatch Community Response Teams as appropriate.

5. Consult with 911 dispatchers, providing information that can support better

outcomes.

6. De-escalate situations prior to the arrival of first responders.

7. Support first responders in the field as unanticipated mental health related issues

arise.

8. Follow up with callers after a crisis to check in and help connect them to any

services that might be needed.

Outreach

The second part of Step 2: Fact-Finding involved performing targeted engagement with all

key stakeholders to establish all important facts from their perspective as a way to reach

more equitable community decisions in this project. We followed a consent-based

method of decision-making where everyone’s opinion in the community matters, but the

opinions of the people whose lives are most impacted by a problem (key

stakeholders) matter the most.

After performing and documenting the Outreach stage, the Special Committee reviewed all

stakeholder outreach testimony, noting any recurring systemic problem indicators that

emerged, which are described in the Findings section. The Special Committee then sent the

relevant quotes back to all stakeholders for their review, revision if necessary, and approval

before including them in this Report.

Targeted Outreach

Following consent-based procedures of community outreach, the Special Committee

focused its targeted outreach efforts on hearing from those people who are the most
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harmed by the local public safety system, including those people who are statistically

the least safe in the community, based onmortality, safety and justice outcomes , and25

whose safety needs are therefore underserved. Besides the most marginalized and/or

harmed stakeholders and their advocates, we also targeted important operational,

political and community stakeholders whose active support is critical for the successful

implementation of community solutions to these problems.

Public Outreach

We performed community-wide outreach at a facilitated Public Safety Town Hall event26

that was open to the public both in person and online in order to solicit as much

community feedback as possible. All key stakeholders were sent invitations to attend this

event, and flyers were distributed at local places where safety-marginalized people gather.

During this event, Community Justice and Mediation mediators facilitated four

breakout session groups in which event participants shared their experiences with

and their perceptions of the systemic problems regarding public safety in the

community. Additionally, the Special Committee held one-on-one followup meetings with

all interested community stakeholders following the facilitated event.

Findings
After uncovering all the relevant facts to the initial problem question that we could find, we

moved to Step 3: Problem Definition. This is when the initial problem question was

re-stated in a way that reflects all of the relevant information from our Research and

Outreach.

26 “CAPS: Public Safety Town Hall, April 11, 2023.” 2023. YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsMmMTDQaCY.

25 Due to the lack of local tracking of mortality rates and crime rates against various marginalized
populations, we relied on national data which we assume roughly correspond to these local
populations, and which are detailed in the Findings section. However, our Commission feels that
relying on national data is not enough to dispel myths about which groups in our local community
are the most under-served by the public safety system, due to the variations which may occur in our
local community. We therefore recommend that the City of Bloomington begin to track these data
points for our community in order to provide our community with a more evidence-informed
understanding of public safety.
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Stakeholder Identification

Who are the most impacted by the public safety system in Bloomington?

In following a consent-based and harm-reduction approach to identifying the key

stakeholders of public safety, the Special Committee prioritized identifying those who are

the most harmed by the current approach to public safety according to statistical evidence.

Because, to the Special Committee’s knowledge, there does not exist local crime victim data

using these categories of identification, we utilized national data to research the relative

safety of people who most directly experience harm from the three major threats to

public safety that were identified from initial research, who are victims of violence,

unhoused people, people experiencing mental illness, and drug users.

Unhoused People

The data on the public safety impacts of being unhoused in the US is clear. Compared to

2% of the national population reporting experiences of violent criminal victimization, as

many as 49% of individuals experiencing homelessness are estimated to be victims of

violence. Furthermore, experts and advocates report that acts of violence against people27

experiencing homelessness have been on the rise in recent years. Contrary to the28

common misperceptions that unhoused people are more likely to threaten public safety,

studies demonstrate that the public falsely perceives individuals experiencing

homelessness as likely to engage in violent, criminal behavior.29

29 Link, Bruce G., Sharon Schwartz, Robert Moore, Jo Phelan, Elmer Struening, Ann Stueve, and Mary
Ellen Colten (1995). Public knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs about homeless people: Evidence for
compassion fatigue? American Journal of Community Psychology, 23,(4): 533-555.
Tompsett, Carolyn J., Paul A. Toro, Melissa Guzicki, Manuel Manrique, and Jigna Zatakia (2006).
Homelessness in the United States: Assessing changes in prevalence and public opinion, 1993–2001.
American Journal of Community Psychology, 37(1-2): 29-46.

28 Swenson, Kyle (January 2022). Serial murders, beatings and beheadings: Violence against the
homeless is increasing, advocates say. The Washington Post.

27 Meinbresse, Molly, Lauren Brinkley-Rubinstein, Amy Grassette, Joseph Benson, Carol Hall, Reginald
Hamilton, Marianne Malott, and Darlene Jenkins (2014). Exploring the experiences of violence among
individuals who are homeless using a consumer-led approach. Violence and Victims, 29(1): 122-136.
Truman, Jennifer L., and Michael Rand (2011). National crime victimization survey, criminal
victimization. Washington DC: Bureau of Justice Statistics.
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People Experiencing Mental Illness

The statistical evidence from national data also confirms that people experiencing mental

illness are some of the most harmed by our public safety system in several ways. People

with mental illness are 10 times more likely to be victims of violent crimes than the

general population. Additionally, people with mental illness are more likely to be the30

victims of violent crime than the perpetrators. Recent studies show that people with31

mental illness are 16 times more likely to be killed by police officers, and that over

one-quarter of people killed by police and law enforcement officers exhibited signs of

mental illness. The mentally ill also are criminalized - arrested, charged, convicted32

and incarcerated - at much higher rates than the general population, despite their not

posing a greater safety threat.33

Drug Users

While there is no doubt that drug use increases the likelihood of people committing all

kinds of crime, including violent crime, policing experts have found that the current law

enforcement approach to drugs, which treats drug use as a crime in itself, has not

reduced crime rates despite massive spending on drug policing efforts. Furthermore,

drug treatment programs are reported to save cities money by reducing crime. In fact,34

access to drug treatment has been proven to reduce crime rates, especially violent

crimes. The CAPS Commission has found overwhelming evidence that removing all35

35 Wen, Hefei, Jason M. Hockenberry, and Janet R. Cummings. n.d. “NBER WORKING PAPER SERIES
THE EFFECT OF SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER TREATMENT USE ON CRIME: EVIDENCE FROM PUBLIC
INSURANCE EXPANSIONS.” National Bureau of Economic Research. Accessed June 13, 2023.
https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w20537/w20537.pdf.

34 Frakt, Austin. 2017. “Spend a Dollar on Drug Treatment, and Save More on Crime Reduction
(Published 2017).” The New York Times.
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/24/upshot/spend-a-dollar-on-drug-treatment-and-save-more-on-
crime-reduction.html.

33 Ghiasi N, Azhar Y, Singh J. Psychiatric Illness and Criminality. [Updated 2023 Mar 30]. In: StatPearls
[Internet]. Treasure Island (FL): StatPearls Publishing; 2023 Jan-. Available from:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK537064/

32 Ellis, Terry. 2022. “After the death of another mentally ill person in police custody, experts call for
widespread training and health resources.” CNN.
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/11/us/brianna-grier-mental-illness-police-response-reaj/index.html.

31 Watson A, Hanrahan P, Luchins D, Lurigio A. Mental health courts and the complex issue of
mentally ill offenders. Psychiatr Serv. 2001 Apr;52(4):477-81.

30 8 Teplin, L. A., McClelland, G. M., Abram, K. M., & Weiner, D. A. (2005). Crime victimization in adults
with severe mental illness. Archives of General Psychiatry, 62, 911-921.
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barriers to access to drug treatment, improving access to local socio-economic

opportunities and following harm reduction practices are the most effective response to

drug use as a threat to public safety, while the ongoing criminalization of drug users

results in higher costs, higher crime rates and lower outcomes for safety, justice and

racial equity.36

Marginalization and Public Safety

The Special Committee found some disagreement among community members and key

stakeholders about exactly who is a “marginalized person” in public safety, whether or not

that term includes crime victims, and whether or not one’s perceptions about their own

level of safety are major determinants of one’s status as a marginalized community

member. In keeping with the principles of human dignity and harm reduction, the Special

Committee views marginalized people as those who are actively deprived by society of

the basic resources required to sustain human life, which include access to housing,

drug treatment and mental healthcare.

This does not mean that crime victims are excluded or not considered in this work. As the

evidence described above indicates, safety-marginalized groups are much more likely

to be victims of both crime and harm by our public safety and justice systems. In fact,

the Special Committee’s work to promote a more evidence-based approach to crime

prevention is expected to benefit potential crime victims more than anyone else by

preventing those crimes from ever occurring. On the last topic of whether one’s

perceptions of safety determine one’s level of safety-marginalization, one’s feelings and

perceptions of their safety may in fact be a potential determinant in their actual safety

outcomes. However, using statistical evidence to identify the groups most at risk of

being victimized by crime and/or harmed by the safety, policing and justice systems

is the approach that the Standing Committee has taken in its work.

Root Cause Analysis

After reviewing the information and experiences gathered in the Research and Outreach

stages, the Special Committee performed a root cause analysis to discern the root causes,

36 Vitale, Alex. 2018. The End of Policing. London, England: Verso Books.
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causal mechanisms and symptoms around these issues for a deeper understanding of

the system’s dynamic processes.

Root Causes

Material Growing and/or persistent deprivation of important resources
needed to maintain the safety of our community, resulting in a lack
of access to housing, mental healthcare and drug treatment by
members of our community.

Psycho-Social Negative stigmas and false perceptions about marginalized
community members that are both externalized and internalized.

Economic Market forces have steadily reduced economic opportunity for
lower income wage-earners while increasing rates of economic
inequality , an indicator that has been closely correlated to lower37

racial equity, public health, safety and justice outcomes, and
increasing rates of homelessness, mental illness, drug use, violent
crime, including gun violence. 38

Causal Mechanisms

Material Being deprived of access to important resources creates higher
levels of stress, risks to physical and mental health, and other
harmful effects, making it difficult to maintain good health, stable
employment, secure housing and other important resources,
creating feedback loops that make it increasingly difficult to gain
access to the resources.

Psycho-Social Being deprived of important resources needed to sustain human
life, as well as being at the lowest ends of income and wealth
distribution in a society, creates powerful psychological and social
incentives for people to commit crime, including violent crime, to
gain access to those resources. As marginalized people are
perceived as themselves representing major threats to public
safety, they are further deprived of resources through
discrimination and marginalization, creating feedback loops that
make it increasingly more difficult to obtain access.

38 Pickett, Kate. Inner level: How more equal societies reduce stress, Restore Sanity and improve
everybody’s wellbeing. Penguin Books, Limited, 2018.

37 Piketty, Thomas. Capital in the Twenty-First Century. Cambridge Massachusetts :The Belknap Press
of Harvard University Press, 2014.
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Economic Available housing stock is distributed in a way that creates
perceptions of scarcity due to the growing divergence between
prices and local wages. Local mental healthcare and drug
treatment services are perceived to be scarce at all income levels.
Being criminalized and marginalized makes it harder to secure
stable income from employment, creating more harmful feedback
loops.

Symptoms

Material Rising or persistently high rates of homelessness, homeless
mortality, housing insecurity, suicides, drug use, overdose deaths
and environmental pollution. High turnover and staffing shortages
in public safety positions result in overwhelmed crisis response
systems. Increasing visibility of safety-marginalized people and
environmental pollution pose threats to local businesses and
city-wide economic prosperity due to lower numbers of visitors,
workers and employers coming to Bloomington.

Psycho-Social Increases in crime, gang activity, violence, conflict, racism, hate
crimes, anti-immigrant sentiments. Negative sentiments toward
unhoused people, mentally ill people and drug users. Lower
learning and developmental outcomes in children. Increases in
mental illness and trauma. Lower levels of job satisfaction, higher
rates of turnover and chronic staffing shortages in public safety
agencies, whose employees perceive growing safety threats which
lie outside of their control and/or expertise to prevent.

Economic Employers and workers increasingly choose not to locate in
Bloomington due to rising perceptions of lower community safety
and resilience, leading to higher rates of job insecurity,
unemployment, more precarious work, and lower economic
development outcomes. Higher spending levels in all City
departments responding to these ongoing problems, especially in
law/code enforcement and public safety departments.
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Key Problem Areas

What are the main systemic problems in public safety in Bloomington?

After performing a root cause analysis, the Special Committee identified three key problem

areas that illustrate themain structural barriers, conflicts in goals and interests,

perceptual gaps and/or harmful feedback loops.

Key Problem Area #1: Obstacles to Threat Prevention

Prevention of the main threats to public safety is the most evidence-based strategy to

reduce crime and improve community safety, and the City’s belief in this strategy is

evidenced by its efforts to help ensure access to resources such as housing, secure

employment, drug treatment and mental healthcare. However, this approach faces several

obstacles, especially ongoing staffing shortages in public safety responder agencies, a

mismatch between local wages and housing prices that is perceived to be worsened by

the impact of Indiana University on the local housing market, and Federal, State and

County policies that have systematically increased the scarcity of key safety

resources in the community.

Key Problem Area #2: Conflicts Among Institutional Goals

Despite public safety responders’ commitments to upholding safety and saving lives

as their top priority, there remains a perception of a conflict between the interests and

goals of law/code enforcement and the interests and goals of human safety, especially

for the safety of unhoused people, drug users, mentally ill people, racial minorities,

people who have been incarcerated and other marginalized groups. This perception

results in worse safety outcomes for marginalized groups who may hesitate to utilize

the crisis response system in life-threatening situations, leading to higher costs and

lower health and safety outcomes for the entire community. There is a similar conflict

between the goals and interests of housing, neighborhood development and sanitation

departments and public safety, where the safety of marginalized people is sometimes

excluded or even endangered, such as when City housing departments issue citations to

property owners due to the presence of debris in the non-traditional living areas of
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unhoused people who do not receive safe sanitation or waste disposal services from the

city. Many of the neighborhood development programs of the city do not include the

participation of unhoused and other safety-marginalized residents, resulting in

city-supported neighborhood organizations who actively work against the interests

of their unhoused residents in important civic deliberations on housing and39

neighborhood policies.

Key Problem Area #3: Gap in Response Coordination

Despite the dedicated and innovative efforts by key stakeholders in public safety to connect

marginalized people with available resources in the community, there remains a systemic

lack of access to resources like housing, mental healthcare and drug treatment,

resulting in higher crime rates, higher costs, and ultimately, worse public safety and social

justice outcomes. This lack of basic safety resources is illustrative of an institutional gap

in ensuring a responsive approach is taken to the changing safety needs of the

community. This gap results in perceptions by nearly all key stakeholders that it is not

explicitly within their governmental entity, organization, department or agency’s

purview to coordinate a community-wide strategic response to emerging safety

needs.

Reformulated Problem Question

Following the design-centered entrepreneurship process, Step 3 Problem Definition, the

Special Committee then restated the initial problem question from page 7 as a

synthesis of these main systemic problems.

Howmight we design, fund and maintain a public safety system that:

● Removes all barriers to access of important resources needed for

community safety, especially housing, mental healthcare and drug

treatment,

39 Steve Volan. “An open response to CONA, about plexes in the UDO.” 2019. Councilmanic.
http://councilmanic.us/2019/11/13/an-open-response-to-cona-about-plexes-in-the-udo/.”
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● Resolves all institutional conflicts that arise between community safety

and law/code enforcement, housing, neighborhood development and

sanitation in the interests of human safety, and

● Closes the institutional gap in a way that enables the community to take a

more responsive approach to resolving our safety needs?

Recommendations
After re-stating the problem question to better reflect all of the facts uncovered in the

Special Committee’s work, it moved to Step 4: Idea Finding. After considering and

discussing all of the ideas compiled in the Research and Outreach sections of this Report,

the Special Committee moved to Step 5: Evaluate and Select. Using the previously stated

project objective, mission, goals and funding principles as guideposts, we selected the

following ideas as the ones which are most likely to resolve the reformulated problem

question above in ways that align with those values and which reflect the community’s

perceptions, goals and interests.

A More Responsive Approach

As the 21st Century Fire and Emergency Services report describes, the public safety and

crisis response needs of communities like Bloomington have changed dramatically in

recent years:

As the role of the federal government shifts away from responding to everyday

needs, local governments have also begun addressing such issues as climate

change, affordable housing, homelessness, immigration, the opioid epidemic,

and behavioral health. This reality has led local fire and emergency services to

become the health and safety net for communities.40

Yetmost public safety-related departments in Bloomington are tasked with reacting to

the symptoms of persistent or growing levels of violence, homelessness, mental illness

40 “White Paper: 21st Century Fire and Emergency Services.” 2020. ICMA.
https://icma.org/documents/white-paper-21st-century-fire-and-emergency-services.
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and drug use, while having little control over the root causes, or even the causal

mechanisms that generate these symptoms.Most City resources allocated to public

safety seek to address or resolve the individual manifestations of these symptoms once

they have reached a crisis situation. While responding to individual needs is a valuable and

necessary component of public safety, this approach cannot strategically address the

root causes driving these public safety threats.

Alongside rising rates of economic inequality both locally and nationally, the

institutional gap that exists around ensuring a strategic and responsive approach to

community safety allows these symptoms to worsen overall public safety outcomes,

through no fault of the crisis responders or public safety agencies. This lack of a

strategic approach has led to higher costs, more crime and lower social justice

outcomes for the community. Therefore, the recommendations in this Report are aimed at

both creating a more agile and responsive public safety system that directly addresses

the root causes and mechanisms which create these symptoms in order to reverse their

rates of growth, and to support and improve the ways the City reacts to the growing

number of crisis calls for cost efficiency and greater safety, equity and justice

outcomes.

A Holistic and Evidence-Based View

An overly reductive view of the complex relationship between public health and public

safety is a major psychological obstacle preventing our community from resolving problems

which overlap into both areas.Many key stakeholders in public safety view several

indicators of threats to public safety as outside the purview of the City government

to resolve or strategically reduce for the reason that they are also indicators of

threats to public health - and therefore, should instead be left to the County, State or

Federal government to resolve. This view results in blind spots in the City’s approach to

public safety. Amore holistic view that acknowledges the important ways in which some

threats to public health also pose threats to public safety would better allow City

stakeholders to improve safety outcomes for all residents. More specifically, public

health indicators such as income inequality, housing insecurity, rates of mental illness

and overdose rates are also important indicators of public safety.
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In the view of the CAPS Commission, building a safer and more resilient community

requires that City stakeholders take a more holistic and evidence-based view of safety.

People who are deprived of the basic resources required to sustain human life are

statistically the least safe people in the community, both in rates of crime victimization

and in lower life expectancies. Moreover, modern science has established clear causal

links between violent crime rates, public health and safety outcomes and economic

inequality that are squarely outside of the purview of law or code enforcement agencies to

address.41

Effective Provision of Resources and Services

Furthermore, the perception among some stakeholders that the people who suffer from

the lowest safety outcomes themselves represent an overall threat to the economic

prosperity of the city, and so there must be a limited economic “capacity” for the

community to provide basic safety resources to all its residents, does not reflect any

evidence we have collected. On the contrary, the great majority of unhoused

stakeholders who participated in the Committee’s Outreach reported that they are

employed, at least part-time, with some working multiple jobs. Yet, there is significant

evidence that the economic growth and vibrancy of any city depends on the health ,42

42 According to the High-Level Commission on Employment and Economic Growth of the World
Health Organization, Figure 1, the causal pathways whereby community investments in health
produce economic growth include: full-income growth, improved labor supply and productivity,
economic output of health services and goods, reduced inequality, political stability, technological
change and risk reduction for entrepreneurs, and greater health security leading to more overall
commerce, trade and movement of people. Baldoz, Rosalinda. 2016. “WORKING FOR HEALTH AND
GROWTH.” World Health Organization (WHO).
https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/250047/9789241511308-eng.pdf.

41 In The Inner Level, Wilkinson and Pickett demonstrate with economic and epidemiological evidence
that rates of economic inequality are strongly correlated to rates of violent crime, drug use, mental
illness, higher public costs and overall worse public health, safety and environmental outcomes.
Pickett, Kate. Inner level: How more equal societies reduce stress, Restore Sanity and improve
everybody’s wellbeing. Penguin Books, Limited, 2018.
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safety and resilience of its workforce. Therefore, the Commission concludes that it is43 44

not the human presence of low-wage earners in the City who pose an overall economic

threat, but the systematic deprivation of basic safety resources and services from

low-waged, under-employed and economically precarious workers in our community which

poses a growing threat to both public safety and prosperity.

For instance, a commonly cited belief among local stakeholders that the persistent problem

of homelessness is caused by overall housing market scarcity is not reflected in the

evidence our Commission has found. In fact, vacancies of local housing units are

reported to be 5-10 times greater than the number of unhoused people who are

reported to be residents of Bloomington. The ongoing failure of the local community to45

distribute available housing stock in a way that enables all residents to have access to

public safety calls for a more robust and safety-centered approach to housing,

neighborhood and economic development by the City. Similarly, the widespread reports

by stakeholders of a city-wide scarcity of mental healthcare and drug treatment providers

indicates the ongoing failure of the existing market forces and community organizations to

provide access to these critical safety services. In the view of this Commission, facilitating

the effective provision of critical safety resources and services in a way that ensures

45 “HOUSING STUDY.” 2020. City of Bloomington, Indiana.
https://bloomington.in.gov/sites/default/files/2020-08/BloomingtonHousingStudy2020.pdf reports a
9% vacancy rate reported by the American Community Survey. Additionally, there were roughly
35,000 housing units reported by the US Census in 2020, or around 3,150 vacant and available
housing units. While there is not an official count of unhoused people tracked by any of the City
stakeholders who our Special Committee met with, there are roughly 300 homeless people living in
Bloomington according to local stakeholders in public safety who work in housing insecurity.

44 The United States Economic Development Administration, a bureau of the US Department of
Commerce, states that, “Building a resilient workforce that can better shift between jobs or
industries when their core employment is threatened through job-driven skills strategies and
support organizations” is an “example of a steady-state economic resilience initiative” that
community economic development organizations should consider when building economic
resilience. “Economic Resilience | U.S.” n.d. Economic Development Administration. Accessed July 1,
2023.
https://www.eda.gov/grant-resources/comprehensive-economic-development-strategy/content/econ
omic-resilience.

43 A study on the economic effect of violent crime in US cities published by the Center for American
Progress found that “Across five cities with the necessary data for our analysis, we found that a 10
percent reduction in homicides should lead to a 0.83 percent increase in housing values the
following year, and a 25 percent reduction in homicides should produce a 2.1 percent increase in
housing prices over the next year. Applying these results to all residential housing in the
metropolita”, Dowson, Douglas, Lisa Hamilton, and Matthew Jensen. n.d. “The Economic Benefits of
Reducing Violent Crime.” Center for American Progress. Accessed July 1, 2023.
https://www.americanprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2012/06/violent_crime.pdf.
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minimum levels of public safety to all residents is the most fundamental obligation

of a municipal government to the community it serves.

As longtime Bloomington resident, Indiana University professor and Nobel prize-winning

political-economist Elinor Ostrom wrote in regards to institutional governance of shared

community resources, such as public safety:

The most important lesson for public policy analysis derived from the intellectual

journey I have outlined here is that humans have a more complex motivational

structure and more capability to solve social dilemmas than posited in earlier

rational-choice theory. Designing institutions to force (or nudge) entirely

self-interested individuals to achieve better outcomes has been the major goal

posited by policy analysts for governments to accomplish for much of the past half

century. Extensive empirical research leads me to argue that instead, a core goal

of public policy should be to facilitate the development of institutions that

bring out the best in humans.We need to ask how diverse polycentric

institutions help or hinder the innovativeness, learning, adapting,

trustworthiness, levels of cooperation of participants, and the achievement of

more effective, equitable, and sustainable outcomes at multiple scales.46

(photo) The Elinor Ostrom statue on Indiana University campus, outside Woodburn Hall. Photo by

Jim Krause for Bloom Magazine. Ostrom was a political economist who established significant

evidence during her career that demonstrated that institutional governance of shared resources is

more sustainable, equitable and effective using methods of strategic cooperation among many

46Ostrom, Elinor. 2010. “Beyond Markets and States: Polycentric Governance of Complex Economic
Systems,” American Economic Review, 100, 3: 24-25.
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different types of community stakeholders rather than being left to market-based mechanisms of

control.

1 - Department of Community Safety and Resilience
(DCSR)

Key Recommendation #1

The most impactful intervention that we recommend is for the City to create a new

department that can coordinate the City’s safety and resilience efforts in a way that

explicitly prioritizes human safety in all of its operations. This recommendation is

contingent upon the results of an independent study to assess the economic, statutory

and organizational feasibility of such a department to be carried out by a qualified firm.

In addition to providing an economic, legal/statutory and organizational assessment of

feasibility, the report should identify existing City services that are currently provided

by other departments which might be better provided by a DCSR, and as well as

develop an incremental growth strategy.

The DCSR should report to the Mayor, be overseen by the CAPS Commission, and it

should have the following responsibilities:

● Collaborate with police, fire, emergency dispatch, housing and neighborhood

development, community and family resources, mental healthcare and drug

treatment service providers and all other key operational stakeholders to

conduct the following activities in ways that prioritize human safety:

1. Identify and support best practices across all City departments,

2. Design emergency dispatch protocols and crisis response procedures, and

3. Identify and work to resolve conflicts between the goals of community

safety and resilience, and all other City goals, initiatives and programs.

● Prioritize the hiring of community members who have recent or current lived

experience of being safety-marginalized,

● Create and maintain a crisis response team of community-based, peer

responders based on the right-care/right-personmodel who are trained,47

47 “‘Right Care, Right Person’ is a model designed to ensure that when there are concerns for a
person’s welfare linked to mental health, medical or social care issues, the right person with the right
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licensed and able to respond 24 hours/7 days to a wide variety of low-level,

non-violent crises involving mental illness, drug use, unhoused people, domestic

conflicts, people with disabilities, infants and elderly people,

● Monitor and assess safety needs, capabilities of service providers, and stocks of

critical safety resources, and remove all barriers preventing the safety needs of

City residents from being met, if necessary by promoting local development of

needed service providers, securing sufficient and sustainable flows of funding

and other resources, and distributing those resources in a way that ensures the

basic safety needs of everyone in the community are met,

● Conduct stakeholder outreach and research national best practices to identify

opportunities and promote community-based solutions tomitigate ongoing

human harm and environmental damage caused by existing gaps in community

safety and resilience, such as the provision of food, sanitation, hygiene and drinking

water services to people in non-traditional living areas, environmental cleanup of

non-traditional living areas and/or collection and proper disposal of drug syringes,

● Create and manage a program that empowers neighborhoods to include

safety-marginalized residents in civic decision-making and uses participatory

budgeting to improve neighborhood safety and resilience,

● Make evidence-based assessments about how the work of other City

departments, procedures, policies interacts with community safety and resilience,

and use these assessments tomake specific recommendations for attaining

more equitable outcomes in safety and resilience to the Mayor, Common Council

and CAPS Commission.

● Track, report to other departments, and create a public dashboard with important

key performance indicators (KPI’s) of our community’s safety and resilience,

such as the ones recommended in Appendix A.

Initial Costs: $40-65,000

This figure is only the expected cost of the feasibility study, which is based on the actual

costs of a 2020 organizational assessment of all existing City departments that was

skills, training and experience will respond.“ “‘Right Care, Right Person' to be rolled-out from 31
January 2023.” 2023. North Yorkshire Police.
https://www.northyorkshire.police.uk/news/north-yorkshire/news/news/2023/01-january/right-care-
right-person-to-be-rolled-out-from-31-january-2023/.
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completed by an independent firm, whose costs ranged from $36-54,000 per city

department or group of departments. A necessary requirement of completing the

feasibility report is an independent public audit that should be conducted by a qualified

firm, which is expected to cost between $20-50,000. The cost of creating the new

department can only be determined after an independent public audit and a full

economic, statutory and organizational assessment is conducted by a qualified firm to

calculate the likely upfront costs, as well as the expected long-term cost savings of

re-organizing the services currently carried out by existing departments into the DCSR.

Expected Benefits

The primary expected benefits of a DCSR are to reduce rising rates of crime and

violence, reduce overall municipal costs and improve social justice outcomes using

proven, community-led and evidence-driven strategies. Secondary benefits include

increasing economic prosperity for local residents and improving staffing levels in

other existing safety-related departments, such as the police and fire departments.

The stakeholders in our outreach consistently reported that the main cause of the staffing

shortages are lower workplace morale due to rising numbers of crisis calls, and employees’

perceptions of being unable to address the root causes driving the increases of those calls.

For this reason, the Commission expects that the creation of a DCSR would improve cost

efficiency, safety outcomes and staffing levels in other safety-related departments.

The main benefit of a feasibility report is to allow the CAPS Commission to make its future

recommendations on improving public safety in a way that is informed by all relevant

evidence. The Commission’s analysis reflected in this Report indicates thatmost

safety-focused crisis response programs in the US have net economic benefits to

cities. Furthermore, initial analysis of the City’s police service call data in Figure 1 indicates

that up to 54% of the currently police-dispatched calls for service may be responded

to by community responders.
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2 - City-Wide Incorporation of Key Safety Indicators

Key Recommendation #2

To ensure a consistent and strategic City-wide approach to addressing these public safety

threats, we recommend that the Mayor’s Office and Common Council work to incorporate

the key performance indicators (KPI’s) of public safety identified in this report into

both departmental assessment metrics and reports delivered to the public and

Common Council. This will create structural incentives in all City departments to work

toward more higher andmore equitable outcomes in community safety and resilience, as

well as improve public transparency and allow the City to promote more

evidence-based perceptions about the threats to public safety, which can lead to greater

consensus among key stakeholders about the best strategic response to these threats.

The Commission also recommends that the City of Bloomington regularly utilize the

expertise of local experts in community facilitation, organizational design and

innovation from the Community Justice and Mediation Center, Indiana University, Ivy Tech

Community College and other community-based organizations to find ways to better

incorporate the perceptions, interests and goals of the most safety-marginalized

community stakeholders directly into all existing City innovation, design and

assessment processes, especially in the departments of police, fire, emergency

management, housing and neighborhood development, economic and sustainable

development, parks and recreation, community and family resources, planning, and others

directly related to maintaining community safety and resilience.

Expected Costs: $30,000-$50,000

This cost is a rough calculation of 30-50% of the salary and benefits of a City staff member

who is sufficiently qualified in social data analysis to identify reliable sources of data for

tracking these indicators, recommend methods of incorporating them into important City

departments and to recommend strategies for measuring any indicators that are not

currently tracked in a reliable way.
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Expected Benefits

The expected benefits of tracking and incorporating important safety KPI’s in a way that

ensures a consistent approach to improving safety outcomes includemore equitable

outcomes in public safety,more evidence-based perceptions and wider agreement

among community members and key stakeholders about public safety. For instance, a

recent study on homelessness in California has disproven some of the negative stigmas

and perceptions of unhoused people that also exist in Bloomington, around which cities or

counties they were last housed and/or whether they are employed.48

3 - Promote Inclusion and Awareness

Key Recommendation #3

To guide the CAPS Commission’s future work on the topic of alternative public safety, the

Special Committee makes the following recommendations:

1. Create a standing committee of the CAPS Commission that can continue the

community innovation process begun in this Report. The next steps are 6 - Plan, 7 -

Gain Acceptance and 8 - Take Action. Key Recommendations #1 and #2 are part of

the planning stage.

2. The CAPS Commission should support the implementation of Key

Recommendations #1 and #2 by collaborating with the City of Bloomington to

design a request for proposal or a request for qualifications. The CAPS

Commission should also support the hired firm in acquiring access to all needed

information to perform an evidence-based assessment, including all relevant local

data regarding law/code enforcement, crime, public health, emergency response,

fire or other public safety data. The Commission should work to ensure that a

public audit is completed in a timely way that allows the hired firm to conduct its

work.

48 Levin, Sam. 2023. “Who's unhoused in California? Largest study in decades upends myths.” The
Guardian, June 20, 2023.
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2023/jun/20/california-affordable-housing-crisis-homelessne
ss-study-myths-older-black-residents.
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3. The Commission should continue its important civic role as a City liaison for

under-served groups in public safety by performing systematic outreach with

safety-marginalized community members at the places where they gather,

including unhoused people, drug users, mentally ill people, disabled people, racial

minorities and people who have experienced incarceration, and where recruitment

of safety-marginalized people to fill open City Commission and Board seats is a

secondary goal.

4. The Commission should undertake partnerships with local news, radio, media, art,

education and cultural organizations to promote an evidence-based awareness

campaign on the community’s threats to public safety, including a holistic

understanding of the root causes, the causal mechanisms and the symptoms. For

instance, the CAPS Commission’s recent efforts to partner with the Indiana

University Cinema to host film screenings that provide evidence-based information

about community safety is one such partnership that can improve the Commission’s

overall effectiveness.

Expected Costs: $3,000-$6,000 per year

These costs are calculated based on the expected annual costs of performing an

evidence-based awareness campaign on public safety with local media, news and arts

organizations. The other Commission efforts can be performed without incurring any costs

to the City.

Expected Benefits

The benefits of improved and more systematic outreach with marginalized residents by the

CAPS Commission include improved participation by marginalized people in the City’s

existing democratic decision-making mechanisms. This will improve overall

community resilience and safety outcomes for all residents, as well as improve

perceptions of equity in local democratic institutions.

The benefits of promoting a more holistic and evidence-based understanding of public

safety includes generating wider consensus in the community about how to address

threats to public safety. Furthermore, a more evidence-based understanding of the

threats to community safety and the specific mechanisms that undermine community
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resilience may help dispel harmful beliefs that blame our community’s threats to

safety and resilience on the most safety-marginalized residents, including racial

minorities, religious minorities, immigrants, unhoused people, drug users, previously

incarcerated people and people experiencing mental illness.
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Appendix

A. Important Key Performance Indicators of Community Safety and
Resilience

Many of these metrics may already be tracked by City, County or State

governmental entities, local service providers, college and university public

safety-related initiatives, like the Indiana University Crisis Technology Innovation

Lab, or community advocacy organizations. We have noted the known sources of

this information and recommend that the DCSR should start tracking any

indicators which are not yet reliably tracked.

Dept of Community Safety and Resilience KPI’s

● Ratio of all community members who feel their priorities are reflected and

whose needs are served by DCSR according to surveys

● Ratio of unhoused, mentally ill and drug using community members who feel

their priorities are reflected and whose needs are served by DCSR according

to surveys

● Number of partnership agreements made with local service providers

● Dollars distributed to local service providers

● Rates of crime, violent crimes, arrests, criminal prosecutions, incarceration

● Crime victim demographics, including age, race, disability status, income,

employment status, drug use and housing status

Crisis Response KPI’s

● Ratio of traditional public safety responders dispatched vs community

responders dispatched

● Ratio of arrests, incarcerated, probation, court cases resulting from

community responses compared with traditional response programs

● Costs of operating DCSR compared with traditional spending approach

● Total overdose deaths (County Health Rankings)
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● Number of conflicts successfully resolved using restorative justice

● Total heat, cold or flood-related deaths

● Violent crime, overdose deaths, homicides and suicides (County Health

Rankings)

Housing KPI’s

● Total number of unhoused population

● Total number of vacant rental housing units for 6 consecutive months or

longer (Housing and Neighborhood Development)

● Unhoused mortality rate 49

● Housing insecurity rate (County Health Rankings)

● Unhoused population demographics, including age, race, disability status,

employment status, the last County and State where they were housed

Community Resilience KPI’s

● Total participation in community resilience program

● Total number and ratio of unhoused, drug using and/or mentally ill

community members in the resilience program

● Dollars spent using participatory budgeting

● Ratio of City budget spent using participatory budgeting

● Public transit use and/or walkability index improvement

● Number of green spaces improved or preserved

● Access to care (County Health Rankings)

● Access to healthy food (County Health Rankings)

● Access to exercise opportunities (County Health Rankings)

● Food insecurity (County Health Rankings)

● Housing insecurity (County Health Rankings)

● Child poverty (County Health Rankings)

● Income inequality (County Health Rankings)

49 Tracking of homeless mortality rates, demographics and cause of death is recommended by the
National Healthcare for the Homeless Council in their Homeless Mortality Data Toolkit:
<https://nhchc.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Homeless-Mortality-Toolkit-FULL-FINAL.pdf>
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B. Stakeholder Outreach Documentation

Public Safety Town Hall Outreach

The items below are documentation of the presentation, perceptions, experiences and

views around public safety in Bloomington that we collected from the community members

who participated in the Public Safety Town Hall that was held in the Monroe County Public

Library on April 11, 2023. This two-hour hybrid online (Zoom) and in-person event included

an opening presentation by CAPS Commission members, breakout sessions that were

facilitated and documented by Community Justice and Mediation mediators and

note-takers, and a closing session where some of the information gathered from the

pre-event survey and from the breakout sessions were shared.

The information gathered in this public event has been studied by the CAPS Commission,

utilized in our Findings, particularly in the root cause analysis, and it has been

operationalized in the Recommendations of this Report. The direct quotes gathered by the

CJAM notetakers and facilitators are in quotation marks, while any contextual words,

phrases or additional information added by CAPS Commission members has been placed

in brackets.

Opening and Closing Session

The opening and closing session of the Public Safety Town Hall that was presented by the

Special Commitee can be viewed on the City’s YouTube page.50

Breakout Session Question 1

From your personal experience, how do you relate to the issue of public safety in

Bloomington? How have you been affected, or you and your family been affected?

Others you know?

50 “CAPS: Public Safety Town Hall, April 11, 2023.” 2023. YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsMmMTDQaCY.
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Community Responses to Question 1

1. “Individuals experiencing homelessness” [are associated with] “disruptive

behavior, clean-up of vacated camps.”

2. “Feelings of unsafety [due to lack of] lighting in the community.”

3. “Lack of 24/7 help, community resource officers.”

4. “Sidewalk repairs, lack of signage, pedestrian safety.”

5. “Community resources for low-income individuals and individuals with substance

use/mental health concerns. Where to put funding? What is most important? Scarce

resources.”

6. “Language barriers, income disparities.”

7. “Discrimination against marginalized individuals.”

8. “Stigma against mental illness”

9. “Gender and racial discrimination”

10. “Theft”

11. “Substance use”

12. “Drug houses”

13. “Public transportation”

Breakout Session Question 2

What steps are needed to move our community forward to ensure safety for all in

Bloomington?

Community Responses to Question 2

1. “I feel safe [but] others say they don’t.”

2. “I’m not allowed to assess my own safety.”

3. “Positive, helpful interactions with law enforcement comparatively.”

4. “I’m not getting the help I want.”

5. “Who do I call to get help that is not police? Is my person white or black?”

6. “How do I get help but avoid bringing the police?Mistrust.”
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7. “Devastated that resource options perpetuate harm.”

8. “Wanting better options to intervene.”

9. “Where does a person go to get safe? Themost vulnerable [go to] jail.”

10. “Training on de-escalation for police”

11. “Power dynamics”

12. “Presence of weapons”

13. “Police - think about uniform”

14. “More appropriate resources to the need, more services to address the root

cause”

Breakout Session Question 3

From your perspective, what might be some potential benefits and/or challenges in

establishing a city-wide, unarmed, crisis-response team to respond to emergency

calls which do not require the presence of law enforcement?

a. What would it take to do this? What resources exist in our community

that might support such efforts?

b. What might we have to give up to make this happen?

c. Who might be made safer? Less safe? What are some ways to reduce or

mitigate safety risks to these people?

Community Responses to Question 3 and Follow-Up Questions 3 abc

1. “Public education on how/who to call? 911/988”

2. “Stride center - who can refer? Access, no bans at shelters.”

3. “Identify service gaps - understaffed [public safety] shifts, transportation,

uncovered neighborhoods, de-escalation”

4. “Transportation to resources”

5. “More alternative intervention officers, after-hours ambassador”

6. “Listening to those we are claiming to protect (ie. unhoused)”

7. “Utilization of community’s self-organized assets”
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8. “Permit and support safe outdoor living options [with] bathrooms [and] dedicated

camping zones”

9. “Interventions” by responders who are “knowledgable” and “understand

addiction”

10. “Safety for whom?” Identify “who is vulnerable,” and “believe them”

11. “Prolonged [drug] treatment for those who need it”

12. “Active participation” by marginalized/vulnerable groups “to make changes” in our

public safety system

13. “All people, but especially those who make decisions from places of power or

privilege, would benefit greatly from actually getting to know homeless people.”

14. “Better lighting and other utility type improvements that can make a physical

environment feel more safe including openness”

15. “Wealthy people who are very much oblivious to the realities experienced by

homeless people fear them because they haven’t met or genuinely made

acquaintance with these people.”

16. “Primary intervention: Why do people lose their homes, commit crimes, do drugs?

We can prevent violence by keeping people in good health and situations where

they are less likely to commit crime in the first place.”

17. “Policy changes to lessen discrimination - MCCSC policy change in their handbook”

18. “Education for community members on how to intervene in issues of public safety”

19. “Cap enrollment for Indiana University”

20. “Reprioritizing resources in the community, allocate based on need”

21. “Community discussions all around the community, especially including diverse

populations”

22. “Wealth inequality”

23. “Organization (not police), work with police”

24. “Usemental health professionals”

25. “Safe spaces”

26. “Trusted adults”

27. “Violent crime prevention”

28. “Collaboration with unhoused”

29. “Holding treatment facilities accountable”

30. “Who manages [community responders]? Are they linked in to 911?”
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31. “Putting [community responders] in violent situations, unarmed”

32. [Community responders might] “provide more services and resources than a

typical [law enforcement] officer”

33. “How would we fit [community responders] into other resources?”

34. [Community responders] “would have to be 24/7.”

35. “Advertise this group as non-police”

36. “When would you send [community responders] vs [law enforcement] officers?

37. “Cost savings of using cheaper first responders”

38. “PR around [dispelling] perceived mishaps”

39. “Training of dispatch”

40. “How to measure and convey: less harm, disrupting cycle of harm”

41. “Where is [community responders] housed administratively? [It should have]

training, resources, accountability. Public or private? City or county? “
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Targeted Stakeholder Outreach

To gain the consent of those most impacted by our decisions, targeted outreach with

key stakeholders in public safety prioritized outreach with the people who are most

safety-marginalized according to statistical evidence regarding who is the least safe, or

most at risk of becoming victims of crime, and those people whose safety is put at risk by

our public safety system. In addition to meeting with the safety-marginalized

stakeholders whose lives are most impacted by our community’s public safety system, we

also met with dozens of institutional stakeholders. In collecting these responses,

members of our Special Committee visited three local service providing locations, including

two homeless shelters and one soup kitchen, presented the people there with the

information about our project and asked them the same three questions from the Public

Safety Town Hall.

For the purpose of maintaining all stakeholders’ anonymity in participating in this project,

we sorted institutional stakeholders into the following descriptive categories: operational

stakeholders (City officials and department heads), advocacy stakeholders (nonprofit

service providers), community stakeholders (business and real estate organizations), and

political stakeholders (individuals campaigning for public office). See the section entitled

Stakeholder Identification on page 20 in Findings for a more detailed description of how

our Commission identified important key stakeholders in our work.

The questions we asked institutional stakeholders closely resemble the three questions

that were asked in the Public Safety Town Hall, except that they were customized to apply

to the work of each organization. For instance, instead of asking about their personal

experiences with public safety, targeted stakeholders were asked to identify what they

view as the main threats to public safety in Bloomington and how their organization

works to prevent these threats. Besides questions about an alternative crisis response

program, targeted stakeholders were also asked to identify the greatest benefits and

challenges that may arise from implementing other alternative public safety

programs that we identified in our work, such as creating a safe and supervised

injection area for drug users or performing regular sanitation services in

non-traditional living areas. In some cases, the CAPS Commission members performing
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outreach also asked extemporaneous or clarifying questions that followed up the initial

questions.

While we have redacted all directly identifying information included in the quotes below,

some stakeholders communicated to our Special Committee performing this outreach that

they preferred to include the full name of their organization in our Report. We have made

notations indicating this preference where this request was made. These statements are

organized according to the general themes uncovered in our work, or Key Problem

Areas, that they best illustrate.

There were several safety-marginalized stakeholders present during those outreach

meetings, and more than one stakeholder speaking at some of the targeted institutional

outreach meetings, so these statements were sometimes made by a group of people. The

statements from institutional stakeholders have been reviewed and approved by both the

CAPS Commission member and the stakeholders who were present in those meetings. The

CAPS Commission has carefully studied all the perspectives, experiences and views shared

below, we have utilized this information in our Findings, particularly in performing

the root cause analysis, and operationalized it in our Recommendations.
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Safety-Marginalized Stakeholders Location A

1. “When someone is experiencing amental health crisis, people need help. So who

is supposed to help them?”

2. “I know a woman who had a stalker, and [local law enforcement] didn’t do anything

[to protect her safety.] We need conflict resolution” [resources in our community.]

3. “With BPD, if they don’t have drugs, they aren’t interested in investigating” [crisis

situations]

4. “Police should care more about violence and domestic abuse crimes.”

5. “Police see domestic disputes as opportunities to make arrests. When [police]

run their names [through their criminal database and recognize a person in a crisis

situation has a felony record], they put their hands on their guns. This is

intimidating. [My partner is] a Black man, and they are going by statistical

information” [to determine whether he might be dangerous to them, instead of

treating him in a manner appropriate to his current behavior.]

6. “Once [a bystander] called 911 because my [unhoused partner] and I were arguing

in the Kroger parking lot, and they saw us arguing and called the police. When the

officers arrived, the first thing they did was run our names [through a criminal

database] and when they saw my partner’s [criminal] record, they all put their

hands on their guns. This made us both feel less safe.”

7. “When we lost our Section 8 housing assistance and were evicted, we lost all our

possessions. It was during winter, and we needed our heaters for our tent, so we

broke in [to our old house] to get our things. The neighbors recognized us and called

911 to report [our presence there.] Eight [law enforcement] officers showed up and

silently entered the home with their guns drawn, walking while crouching down

a hallway to the back bedroom we were in. I finally saw about four of them out of

the corner of my eye in a mirror standing in the hallway staring at us with their guns

out. They never announced themselves or said a word to let us know who they were

or that they were in the house with us. [The law enforcement responders]made it a

dangerous situation [because they ran my partner’s criminal record and followed

procedures].”

8. [My unhoused partner and I] “always feel [too] intimidated [to utilize the local

911/crisis response system.] “Most of the time, we don’t want to call [911 crisis
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responders.] We just try to help [people we see experiencing crisis situations]

ourselves.”

9. “Having a team of highly trained people will help take the pressure off” [of law

enforcement agencies.]

10. “Marginalized people need someone to call with lived experience, peer

responders.”

11. “Property crimes and violent crimes should be [responded to under] separate

[protocols or agencies.] There are situations where [law enforcement officers] need

to be.”
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Safety-Marginalized Stakeholders Location B

1. “Pedestrians are not always given the right of way”

2. “Local emergency rooms treat us [unhoused people] like shit. When I had an

epileptic seizure and a blood infection, I was taken to IU Health emergency room,

and I was refused treatment because they knew I was unhoused and uninsured.”

3. [People who experience] “drug addiction do what you have to do” [to survive].

4. [Unhoused people] “are discriminated against in public transportation.”

5. [Indiana] “University is engulfing the town. It’s all getting gentrified.”

6. “You never know which agencies [law enforcement or other public safety

responders] will be sent” [to a crisis situation in which a person has called 911.]

7. [The presence of] “weapons [introduced into crisis situations by law enforcement

responders] changes things entirely.”

8. [Law enforcement officers in our community] “search and harass [unhoused]

people just for existing”

9. [Public safety officers in our community] “don’t want to go into certain

neighborhoods”

10. “People shouldn’t need to be perfect” [to access basic safety resources.] “During

a Christmas-time cold snap, I called 911 and requested help because I was

experiencing hypothermia. [The public safety responders] would not pick me up”

[because I was known to be unhoused.]

11. “Having actual responders trained in dealing with mental illness” [would be an

improvement to our public safety system]

12. [Community responders] “would do less harm. You wouldn’t be criminalized for

[experiencing] a crisis situation.”

13. [Community responders would allow] “people to get the help they need instead of

the help they get.”

14. [To reduce homelessness, our community should] “make it easier for people to

expunge eviction notices from their records”

15. “More low-cost, single-family housing” [is needed in our community]

16. [A drug treatment center with safe and supervised injection site would allow drug

users] “to be safe and to not get arrested.”
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17. [A drug treatment center with safe and supervised injection site would result in]

“less littering of needles.”

18. [Some unmet public safety needs of unhoused people are] “the same services they

offer at rest stops. A place to poop, shower, maybe a camp site.”

19. [A legal camp site in the City] “could be located at Seminary Square. It should be

located near downtown [to meet the safety needs of unhoused people.] It could

utilize community volunteers to maintain it.”

20. [Local service providers who offer services to unhoused people] “should have a

menu” [of available resources and services]. [Unhoused people] shouldn’t have to

guess what is available. Do they have soap, writing paper, tampons, vitamins? Right

now, to find out, you have to ask specifically for each item before you can know if it

is available.”
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Safety-Marginalized Stakeholders Location C

1. “Especially when I read it in the paper,most of the shootings, stabbings,

killings–the major stuff–is happening on campus and not out on the street

where the homeless are. Now in the past, that wasn't quite true. But this time

around with me here, it pretty accurate.”

2. “I think we do need more police. And they're trying. I know quite a few quit,

but… when it comes to the homeless, police do not–or did not, at one

time–care whether we got hurt or not. I know myself and someone else who got

hit by a car and it wasn't our fault. In both situations, the person went through the

stop sign–didn’t even stop. And I was laying on the ground and the cops were just

laughing their heads off. They thought it would be really funny because I was

homeless.”

3. “When it comes to stealing, I've seen a lot of college kids steal. I know that some

homeless do it, but not this time around-it isn't as bad on stealing as it was

when I was homeless before. So in that respect, and on the homeless part, that's

better than it was. Now I've seen a lot of college kids steal like crazy in stores. So you

know, that they need protection from that, and to stop blaming it on the

homeless. Because we know we get the brunt of it.”

4. “All of these electric scooters and bikes–some homeless use them, too. But mostly

the colleague kids I have seen so many just go right through stop signs and not even

stopped; not even looking for a car or anything. Four or five days ago. I was on the

sidewalk and I was going to cross the street. A car stopped at the stop sign and

there were two college kids on two scooters who went around the car and

went straight through the stoplight. They almost hit me and another car

almost hit them. So I mean, there's a lot of issues going up and going on whether

you want to talk about being safe.”

5. “Most of the major crime that I hear about is on campus. Whether it's killings,

stabbing at a party. They had someone get stabbed and someone got killed in one

of the parties, and another one got really badly injured. But there's so many–so

much is happening on the campus itself–than on the streets.”

6. “Now there are shootings. Someone got shot. I think it was a homeless shooting and

another homeless person a few days ago. But that's a rarity. Very rare.”
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7. “I’m tired of [cops] coming to Shalom and where the homeless hang out, because a

lot of it is frivolous. They come when someone is having a seizure. But we need

more people who know about medical issues so that people don't get all upset

and you'll call the cops. Well, I think maybe Shalom has to–if someone is having a

seizure or something, it might be a requirement.”

8. “So that's why I keep going back-and-forth. The mental health issues, the mental

issues. I can notice there are more and more people that really do have true

mental issues this time around than before. I don't know if it’s all the drugs

they’re taking or they were just born that way. I don't really know. I have no idea. But

it is more prevalent, and I know that I see it and hear it.”

9. “If you don't have those kinds of [mental health] issues, and this is the only place

you can go to get help–whether it's housing or whether it's food or a shower or

whatever–it gets on your nerves. I think there needs to be more places that they

could go to to get the help that they need. That would help Shalom kinda calm

down. But I don't know if that will ever happen. Even if it needs to be an actual

place to put people–like an institution or semi-institution or in-between place for

them to go to get help and make sure they're taking their medicines and not selling

them medications–that would help greatly if if they could someone could get

the money to get that started.”

10. “If more people and organizations would work together, including the

churches–instead of complaining about the homeless or those with mental

issues, it would do more to help. Instead of throwing money away on frivolous

stuff within the church organization itself, do what Jesus said: take care of each

other; help each other; and help your brothers or sisters. And he wasn't talking

about helping brothers and sisters in the faith: Humanity is your brothers and

sisters.”

11. “With Rapid Rehousing, if you don't have a job or can't find a job or something like

that, you lose it. They are helping: you have a place here. You're not on the street.

You have a place to go to lay your head down.When you're homeless, there's no

quiet time to rest or anything. And if you're trying to sleep on the street, which

I've been lately, you know, the cops want to move you around here and there, and

we can stay here. You can't sleep here.With the homeless or the housing
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situation, there needs to be more money. They need to help people at least a

little bit longer than one year.”

12. “When I was homeless before, I was only like five or six communities. They

hand-picked a few homeless people to be on some committees with church

members and city council members. And even some of the people at the college

were on these committees. And we were talking about the issue with money and

helping the homeless. But we've talked about this issue that I'm trying to bring up:

Why don't [businesses] try to hire the homeless? I mean, some of them you

wouldn't want working for you, but there are many, many that would be really good

at whatever job that was offered to them. I mean, there are homeless they have

working at fast food restaurants and stuff like that. Sometimes I know they're

homeless, or sometimes I don't know they're homeless, but it's a

back-and-forth situation there.”

13. “When your money runs out and you have to either get back on the street or

find something else to do to make money, that's a great issue right there. Just

responding to the way people say, ‘Getting a job.’ Yeah. It's kind of responding the

same, ‘Give us a job–a good job. Give us a chance. And, you know: if we mess it

up, we mess it up. But at least you got a chance.’”

14. “There may be a collaboration with different organizations to try to help the

homeless obtain work. I mean, in my case, I don't see that happening. I mean, if

it's happening, I don't hear it, you know, and I don't see it.”

15. “Most of the people that were on the committees are not homeless, but they

are ready to learn. I really enjoyed working with them. And then I'll motion. I'm

really truly wanted to help that they had the committees I was on. They had some

other people to go to. And so they had other people to where they wanted to use

us. Collaborate with maybe. But like I said, most of them I really enjoyed. And one of

the ladies was the one that was totally, completely over the college… Every

time she saw me, she said, ‘You're sitting with me.’”

16. Collaborate with the places that help the homeless. Go to Beacon, Centerstone, or

whatever else is out there. Help us get to learning that we need the education

that we need. If we need an education on that–maybe even going to help you

keep going to Ivy Tech because they have a lot of Trade trade programs. Even if

they just do like one or two or maybe three for a year–however many they can
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actually help to go. And if they need somewhere to stay, either get them housing or

have someone bring them into their house–into their Home.

17. “I have an ex-minister I was staying with who took me in the first time I was

homeless and helped me get myself back on my feet. And I've had a house. I was

always paying. The first house I had was at $1,200 a month, not including utilities.

And the second house was $1,000, not including utilities. So I was doing pretty well.

Yeah. And it was because I had help, you know. She took me in. And we would do

better if we had more people who would take people in, or help them with

housing–with housing vouchers.

18. It's so hard. There's so many people still on the street working. And you've got

to be cleaned up and nice-looking going into certain jobs. And it's not easy.

People don't understand that we need a place to clean up. And what we know. We

can take the showers [at Shalom], but only a few people can take showers each day.

Everyone can't because they're only open 8-4, you know. So people don't

understand that. It’s not just the money, it's the hygiene just to be real.”

19. “I'm looking for a safe place to sleep for the night where they won't see me."
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Operational Stakeholder A

This operational stakeholder, the Bloomington Fire Department, preferred that their
organization’s identity not be hidden in this Report.

1. “Last year we almost broke 6,000 calls for service, which the year prior was a the
largest single increase in our call volume year over year in our entire history. I think
it went up 37%, which is unsustainable and insanely busy for us.“

2. “We don't try to justify our existence by the number of calls we run. We run a lot of
prevention programs. I tell a lot of people if I was the best fire chief we'd never run
another call again. So I'm failing being the best fire chief, but we are doing our best
to try to prevent calls as much as we can.“

3. “October of last year, we started ourmobile integrated health (MIH) care
program. This is another response to the major call volume increase and the types
of calls we're seeing over and over and over again. Simply put, it is the before and
after 911. Our MIH’s job, including two more people online this year. If we go to
someone and they need continuity of care, they follow up with that. So it could be
an overdose or as we're finding it's a lot of elderly folk that don't have good support
systems or medical care, that type of thing.“

4. “So a lot of our world that we are getting into is someone who if they had medical
checkups, fluids, or someone that cared before the 911 call, it would've never
triggered into the emergency world. I've now had an issue of dehydration for five
days and now it's a vital one issue, right? So I think that's a good example. The other
thing you get into is the after 911 is like an overdose or what we're seeing is a lot of
elderly care which we go and help pick someone up. It's a non-emergency call for us.
We picked up that just this last year because the ambulance is kind of overloaded.
So we go out, we pick them up. We don't want to pick them up 100 times. That's
where the MIH team comes in. We pick them up and then we say, well, what are you
missing? Why did a 911 response get triggered to come pick you up? So that that's
what I mean by the before and after. We're looking at how can we eliminate 911
calls by either taking care of someone before, we're taking care of someone after, so
that it's not just always hitting the 911 system.“

5. “We focus a lot on the preventative effort. If I had unlimited resources and had to
rebuild the department from day one. We will probably be a lot more prevention
focused than operational focus.“

6. “When we just did our report for the end of the year, we had coordinated care
with 18 separate agencies and we just started in October.“

7. “As far as other equipment, this program generally progresses to what they call
community paramedicine. So EMTs are very limited into the type of medical
interactions they could do. So you could get into a community paramedic working
with a Dr. starts getting the ability to administer a lot of different medications, doing
things like Intravenous fluids or medications. So we go to people in the park all the
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time during the summer because they're passed out and they are just really low in
fluids. They had nowhere to go cool off. So, you know, there's these things that
we're looking at progressing towards that paramedic model. But we're also slowly
tip toeing that way because it's very expensive to get into that advanced life support
level of service (ALS).“

8. “If there's any one answer, on the mental health side, having a crisis response
team available 24 hours a day. But again, you can't just have one because we have
more than one of those types of calls going on at the same time. That that to me is
where you start bridging out of the traditional public safety model and you start
sending the appropriate resource. We've all been kind of cross trained to mental
health issues, but we're not mental health experts.“

9. “We actually looked at a community-based software that will allow us to start
looking at the continuity from beginning to end. The one thing that I think is lacking
in Bloomington is there's so many resources, there's no coordination between them
and there's no information sharing between, right? So I think that we had to talk
about a tool or we had to talk about a way of bringing this all together, something
like that community-based software. That that to me seems to where we can start
making some headway on this issue. Then again, automating some of our
workflow.“

10. “But I think if there was one system tracking all the Public Service entities,
they're maybe a lot of useful information to come out of that. As far improvements. I
want to be very clear that the community service coordination- based software
system was talking about is more of a social service side, is not really built for public
safety. Public safety can be a player. We're doing social service and we could be the
person that buys it, making it available to the community.“

11. “You've got to talk to the people on the ground (Emergency medical personnel)
because they're pulling their hair out, trying to figure out why there's not enough
EMTs, there's not enough paramedics, there's not enough ambulances. If we
don't fix something before it gets to them. They're at the point of breaking.“

12. “I told you we ran almost 6,000 calls, but somewhere in the realm of another 10,000
to 12,000 calls a year for medical calls that an ambulance goes to that we don't,
that's the stubbed toes. or ‘I've been sick for four or five days and I just decided I
needed to go the hospital.’ Now, even something as simple as a broken arm, that's a
primary care or an urgent care. Ambulances are not needed to handle those. These
kinds of calls don’t need to have an emergency room trip by ambulance. Sending
ambulances on those calls just takes away valuable resources from the community
when we already have limited resources.“

13. “I'm very lucky in the fact that all the people involved in this department really
want to improve the quality of life for Bloomington residents. “

14. “The biggest change in crisis response that I think may benefit our community is
starting to look at having amedical provider, like a nurse, available in our crisis
response system. So that lower-level, acuity calls, the non-critical - not the ‘My
arm’s cut off and I'm going to die’ - but first aid needs would move from being
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responded by the Emergency Medical (EMS) and it would be kicked down to a
nurse for triage. That nurse could then triage the call and ask questions like, Can
you drive yourself to your primary care or to an urgent care? No. Can I send you a
medical Uber? San Bernardino County in California started this program. There's a
lot of other communities that are doing things similar to my awareness.”

15. “The police (BPD’s) social workers wear a police-looking uniform with the
Bloomington badge on it. And it just says ‘social worker.’ And I asked them ‘Does
that shirt stop people from wanting to work with you?’ And they said,
‘Absolutely. ‘”

16. “There were so many calls we'd go on in overdose situations, for instance, where
we'd say, ‘Look, I am not an officer, I'm not going to arrest you. I just need to
know what you took. I'm just here to take care of you. I need to know what you
took so I can give you the right treatment.’ And we in the fire department have
that public trust pretty quick. The police seem to start from the side of no trust
and have to earn it, right, which goes well or doesn't go well and it adds or takes
away from the public safety outcomes.”

17. “I don't know that I have a particular one-off answer to how to address the problem
of marginalized groups being hesitant to utilize our crisis response system, other
than we probably should review the calls the police are going on. “

18. “I know if you do your research nationally, they're starting to show that, even with
things like a domestic violence call, police sometimes inflame that situation. So
I think it's every call is going to be different, but I definitely know that’s a thing, and
that I've seen it. I've seen attitudes completely changed when a police officer walks
on the scene, even if they don't interact with someone, right? Just the attitude
sometimes changes when that person was afraid of them, there is just a different
attitude when there's an armed officer there. “

19. “I would say the biggest concern [in responding to calls from marginalized groups
like unhoused, mentally ill people and drug users] we have from our people is their
own safety. I've had more requests for our firefighters to get body armor in the past
year-and-a-half, two years, because of some of the clientele that we're starting to
deal with and see. We've made conscious efforts to make sure that they are safe.
But the day you put body armor on a firefighter is a day that you're changing the
feel of your department within your community. “

20. “Police running dispatch is a problem. 911 dispatches, the core center of all of our
services, police, fire and emergency medical. It running under the police does not
work for all the other crisis responding organizations. That's not state mandated. It
generally starts out where a police or fire run their own dispatch. And at some point,
a community decides, this is too hard or the calls for service become too great so
they consolidate. The police, have a stranglehold on it because of the data in the
criminal database system, that they say they have to control the dispatch. There are
plenty of communities across the US and in Indiana in which police do not control
the dispatch. The police might also say that, well, we run 90% of the calls, so that's
why it should be run by the police. But I don't know why it's that way. Anyway, if I
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had to make one improvement to this community to start making a ripple and
improvement across the community it is that dispatch would be run as an
all-hazards dispatch center. Perhaps you make dispatch its own entity with its
own director. Then it still serves all those crisis responding agencies, but it is not
under any of them. The county is not as large of a government system as the city is,
which is why the city runs it. It is a collaborative unit run by the county and the city,
but the city has the responsibility to actually run it. I would argue that either it
should be run at a higher level above both city and county, which is not a very
effective model to stand up all that support it needs, or the other option is that it
should be equal to police or fire. They wouldn’t answer to any one of us. They are
equal to us. “

21. “Especially here in Indiana where there seems to be a lack of medical resources
from just primary care physicians, so on and so forth. The Mobile Integrated
Health unit fits very well to what this community needs. “

22. “We're dealing a lot with elderly. That was something when I took this position, I
wasn't I didn't not be honest with you. I didn't realize the elderly population right?
And they are falling through the cracks. We're getting to respond to people who
need some respite care. They're only taking care of each other. Their quality of
life is not good. If we can improve that quality of life by 1%, that's huge. Sometimes
we respond tomake sure people have food, make sure they have heat. So it's so
much more than just the basic health assessment. We really get to help coordinate
care.

23. “We knew that we had some options to start looking for what we call super users of
911. Those that use it a lot. Within that group, we have four main program areas.
The first one that we got to attack, are falls and lift assists. So those were our
people (firefighters) that were responding to help pick them up and many times
responding three or four times. And how can we prevent falls? This was where we
started trackingmental health and substance use. So those are our people that
might have overdosed or have, you know, they might have responded and
somebody might have been in crisis and they got crisis help. But they needed to
make sure that long-term after they got that initial crisis help. How do we make sure
they're getting the things that we need? Alright, The next is what we term healthy
living. And that was where the goal is to help prevent hospital readmission and to
help deal with chronic conditions and that sort of thing. So since we are EMTs, we
can do the health assessments, right? So we can we're like, “Hey, your baseline is
this but your blood pressure is high” or “You've not been feeling good.” So healthy
living really encompasses a lot of things. We're just trying to improve the overall
well-being and health of somebody, right? The last one ismaternal and infant
health. And the goal there ultimately is to help prevent infant mortality and just
keep people safe. “

24. “On average, we [in the Mobile Integrated Health unit] see somebody
four-and-a-half (4.5) times according to our numbers. So we're never a one and
done. Sometimes they only needed two times. And we've made that first initial and
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then we get to follow up and we know now they're engaged in services, their back
involved with the resources and healthcare professionls who they're supposed to be
involved with. Specifically with ourmental health patients, when we first showed
up, many hadn't been to their provider in a long time. So then, we made sure they
got back into their provider and then once we followed up with them, they're back
in to engage in services and it's not something they really need us to check in on
anymore because they're already done. For our elderly, sometimes we're seeing
them 6-7 times.”
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Operational Stakeholder B

This operational stakeholder, the Bloomington Police Department, preferred that their
organization’s identity not be hidden in this Report.

1. “It’s difficult for a police department to be able to prevent a domestic violence

situation or a bar fight. Arguments that escalate and turn into abusive fights happen

and many times there are other factors at play such as alcohol. Gun crime

prevention is also difficult but we are starting to use evidence collected at the

scenes of these incidents and compare it to national data bases to link gun crimes

here to those in other communities. This allows us to link the evidence from these

crimes to evidence from other crimes to see if there is a link. That allows us to build

a case and hopefully identify a suspect.”

2. “We are funded for four social workers. We have one opening. We also are allocated

six Downtown Resource Officers. We currently have one. The overall staffing

shortage of the department has had a significant impact on these units.”

3. “We were one of the first agencies in the country to hire social workers. We

have had so many people inquiring about our program we’ve had two national

conferences where we had over 100 people representing over 25 states attend. It’s a

beneficial program where we take calls that we may not be the best to respond to

likemental health or housing issues, and have social workers intervene tomake

sure people get the right resources to handle the problems they may be having.”

4. “Certainly incidents of police brutality have happened nationally and people are

concerned about it. Many departments are painted with the big brush and

labeled bad. When in reality, if you call 911, it is the police who can arrive the

fastest. Ambulances and fire units are dispatched from fixed locations. The Police

are on patrol and may be much closer to the call when it is happening. If you take an

overdose, officers carry Narcan. We can usually arrive on scene before fire or

ambulance and can administer it. I don’t know how we convince people that it’s

safe to call 911. One thing we do to build trust Is our officer have body cameras to

record their interactions. If there are allegations of misconduct, the video can be

pilled and reviewed and appropriate actions can be taken if an officer does

something out of policy.”
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5. “We have really good people working for us. They are very caring and really

want to do the right thing and help people. Since COVID, we’ve not been able to

do much community outreach. I believe it is really important for a department to do

outreach. We usually interact with people when they are not having their best day.

So every opportunity we get to interact with people in a positive way, is a good

thing.”

6. “The Board of Public safety is our civilian oversight board. They are independent

citizens appointed by the Mayor to oversee Police and Fire. If there are allegations of

misconduct, they have investigative authority. People can bypass us and file

complaints directly with them.”

7. “We have multiple ways we track officer’s behavior. Body cameras, we use a red flag

warning system. It tracks complaints on officers and alerts supervisors when

problems arise. The State of Indiana has passed legislation that deals with

decertification and maintaining a database and information sharing amongst

departments. The hope is this will prevent a bad officer from hopping around to

different departments.”

8. “There are a lot of times people may see a problem on the street and not know

who to call so they call 911. All of public safety is dealing with staffing shortages.

We can’t send an ambulance to every welfare check call. So the police go. Many

times ae are familiar with the person. We know who they may have been seeing for

help, we know what resource can help them. The problem we have is there are

not enough resources to go around. That’s probably the biggest struggle we have is

finding resources.”

9. “We started the downtown resource officer program around 10 years ago. It was

started due to the increase in calls and crimes with people experiencing

homelessness or those struggling withmental health issues or substance use

issues.We had experienced a spike in those types of calls. So we started this new

program. We had six officers volunteer. We didn’t force anyone to be part of it.We

wanted to try to break the cycle. To try to help people resolve their issues. We

partnered with social service agencies. We got the city to commit money we used to

provide grants to those who worked with us. We wanted to get services to people

who needed it the most. We had a lot of success the first several years. Then we hit

this plateau. That’s when we came up the idea of hiring social workers. We started
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with one and then added two more. We thought they could take what we were

doing to the next level and better provide services. We wanted to reduce the

interactions people were having with us. That program has been very successful.We

were able to get those who needed the most services what they needed so we

had fewer contacts with them. Stride was a spinoff of what do we do with people

at 2am. There is nothing available in the middle of the night so Stride filled that

void.“

10. “Stride used to accept only police referrals. Now they accept walk-ins as well.

Because of those early interactions, people are more comfortable returning on their

own when they need help.”

11. “I think the lack of treatment providers or services leads to crime.We have a lot

of mental health issues involving the groups of people you’re talking about.We just

don’t have enough mental health services. We have no providers, there aren’t

a lot of psychologists or psychiatrists that can help with the mental health

crises we’re experiencing. That’s probably the biggest thing, a lack of

treatment options and providers.”
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Operational Stakeholder C

1. “I think that there are threats to public safety, and there are perceived threats to

public safety. I deal with more of the perceived threats that may or may not actually

be as threatening as people feel they are. Like most communities, there is an

increase in [marginalized] people being very visible - people who are suffering

frommental illness or substance use disorder who don't have resources or

places to go. This spirals or evolves into street homelessness. And the mental

illness or substance use factor leads to the perception of folk not feeling safe

when they walk down the street. It has increased systemically. It's [caused by]

the decrease in mental health care in our State. It goes way past what the city is

even able to address. We are seeing that there are less people with access to

mental health care. There was a time when there were a lot more mental health

facilities and mental healthcare availability for people to get help. With that being

lessened, and even with all of the agencies that we have working on it now, that

gives people a sense that that it's not safe.“

2. “I think that's one of the [causes of crime in Bloomington] - income inequality.

Bloomington is a place where, compared to the rest of the State, the population

here is very highly educated, which means that even the jobs that in other places

able to go to high school graduates, or people that don't have a high school

diploma, are now being taken by people with bachelor's degrees, trailing spouses,

which makes some positions harder to get for people with less education and skills.

If you mix that in with some of the mental health stuff, then people are not able to

work. Which leads to people having little or no income.When you don't have

your basic needs met, you do what you need to do to get themmet. “

3. “Some of the things that the city is doing to mitigate the issues facing our

underserved residents, is that we financially support many of the agencies in

town that are doing this work addressing housing and homelessness, food

security, mental and physical health. We have a downtown outreach grants that

help agencies in hiring outreach staff or with family reunification, harm reduction or

whatever the needs are in the community. We meet with and work closely shelter

directors and Township Trustees. So agencies like Beacon, Wheeler Mission, New

Hope, Middle Way House - those places that shelter people to keep them from
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being homeless or on the streets overnight, or offer case management or navigator

services. They enable people to find available resources and then access them.We

provide funding for that. We provide funding for the Stride Center. We provide

funding for the Heading Home initiative that is, looking at, making homelessness

rare, brief and non-repeating. There are other programs in our [REDACTED]

department. Several City departments have worked with Centerstone and

developed an employment program which employs Centerstone clients, which

provides them income and job skills. Right now Parks Department and the

Department of Public Works have these employees but we hope to expand in

the near future. Folks are employed in teams and Centerstone provides a job

coach to help supervise. We have several success stories from that arrangement in

Parks. There we there is one woman that started with our very first team, and not

only has she discontinued substance misuse and as she stopped using substances,

she also has gotten her daughter off osubstances, and she is now fully employed

outside of our subsidized program and has become a peer counselor. So there are

some success stories, and its slow going. It’s been about a 5-year process, putting

people to work, funding health care for people. Another one of our downtown

outreach grants recipient is HealthNet. They have a street outreach team where

they go and they find people in need of healthcare. Just trying to get people to a

point where there's not [any unmet] needs for them. The city works with those

agencies that that have the professional support that [marginalized people]

need. “

4. “I am not as familiar, probably with all of the science and technology that can be

used. But I've been to different cities, and I've looked at different law enforcement

agencies. I think that we’re doing some things well. But I think you know tracking

data is one of the things that I would love to see Bloomington to do that I have not

that has not, but I've seen it in other cities, is to track. There is a software system

where you can track specific drugs and where they are in the country. So if

there is a new drug like there is a new horse tranquilizer or something that people

are injecting. There's a map. I saw this in North Carolina where they had a map of

the United States, and in every area they showed what drugs were prolific in

those areas, and how they were moving. So rather than waiting for the drug to

get to Indiana or to Bloomington or Indianapolis, or whatever, you knew that it
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was coming this way, and you could talk to other [public safety or health] officials

that already had that experience. And [ask them] “how did you deal with that?” I

think you know, utilizing something like that would be really good on the substance

use disorder issue. A lot of times people, even the users, don't know what is in

the drugs they're taking. When new drugs come around they don't know until

it's too late. For instance, if there are a lot of people in Chicago who were dying

from this particular drug, and the coroner's entering the information and then you

see it again in Gary and you see it again in West Lafayette. Then you know it's

coming down 65. So and hopefully you can catch it before it gets to Bloomington. I

mean, we work really well with our shelters, but we also work well with Indiana

Recovery Alliance. And they're doing their syringe supply program, and if we get

this type of information we can ask them to “let your people know.” If IRA was

able to provide that kind of information to people, as they're giving them syringes

and other supplies, and then they could test drugs. That's like the one technology

piece that I've seen that I was really impressed with. “

5. “But I also think tracking data [could help prevent crime in Bloomington], and while

we're looking at it, what are the drugs that folks are using when they die [by

overdose]? Or even looking at suicide, because suicide could be an indicator of

other mental health conditions that haven't gotten to the point [of visibility].

You know that you're able to see it, and so as much of that as we can track. We're

trying right now, but I’m sure there must be other technology out there that I’m not

aware of. “

6. “There is a level of wanting to feel safe within the unhoused communities.

[Unhoused] people want to be safe as well, but I think a lot of times they may

be reluctant to call the police.”

7. “We had a task force, the Future of Policing. We did quite a bit of work on

researching other communities. Some communities, our size and our makeup that

were college towns, and even some that were not. One of the things that came out

of that meeting was a grant that we're just about to roll out, a neighborhood-based

violence prevention grant that we hope we'll get more residents involved in

what's happening in their own neighborhoods. Because what's happening in Elm

Heights is going to be different than what's happening in Crestmont, that's going to

be different than what's happening in Green Acres. So all of those are different. And
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if one place might be dealing with the unhoused folk in their community. Somebody

else might be dealing with guns or drugs, and so we have.We have $100,000 to

allocate for that. This was something that directly came out of our Future of

Policing Task Force, and so, when you talk about the kinds of things the City can

do, those are the kinds of things the city can do - the city can empower

community members. The city can support agencies and subject matter

experts. That’s the kind of things we're really trying to do. “

8. “The City does not provide or do direct service. Our role is to empower the people

who have and support the agencies and the organizations that do that direct

service and do that direct support. “

9. “I don't know that it's the city's role to end homelessness. As I said in my earlier

answer, the city does not provide direct service. The city leaves direct service to the

professionals. We're concerned about all the residents in the city, whether they are

housed or unhoused. I mean it's our job to make sure they have the resources

they need, to make sure that they're safe. I think that the issue of homelessness

is so multifaceted that it is not just a City issue. It's a City issue, it's a County

issue, it's a faith community issue, it's a business issue. It's jobs, it's health

care.. There are so many mitigating circumstances like mental health and

health care that the city really has very little control over. We don't provide

mental health care services.We can't sweep people up and have them taken into

a healthcare facility. So I think, to put the full responsibility on the City is an unfair

place to start. We are a community, and our community has many factors, and

one of the things I left out was Indiana University. So all of those factors, all of

those governmental agencies, whether it's the County, the City, IU, all are part

of this issue. I'm not saying the City doesn't need to have some accountability,

but so do the County, so does IU, so do businesses, and we need to be in this

together. So if I were going to hold anybody accountable, it would be that

group of people. And how can we do this? How do we work with the agencies that

are providing the service? Perhaps some of the agencies need to be expanded. I will

say that one of the things that Heading Home is looking at the housing issue

regionally. Because when you look at our unhoused population in Bloomington,

many of them come from someplace else. They come from Lawrence County or

Morgan County. How can we best serve those folks, and if that means you need to
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go to your community where you have family and can be supported, and then we

get you back to a place where you are familiar and nurtured. That's one thing. But I

just don't think that putting the entire responsibility for ending the homeless

crisis on Bloomington is really fair to the City.”

10. “The City didn't create the issue and the City can't solve the issue [of housing

insecurity] alone. I think that is the bottom line. We need to look at the root

causes. They're not only city issues that are root causes. Mental health, lack of

affordable housing are not all a city issue. But we are trying to do some things to

address them. We support sheltering and we're supporting permanent supportive

housing. We're looking at different models of housing, and so I think that the City

has taken on responsibility for a lot of it. But I think [to correctly identify] the

accountability, you have to look at what the City can and cannot take

responsibility for. The City can't be accountable for health care, because we

don't provide health care. We can support people who do. But that's not a

provision that I even think taxpayers would want the City to provide. So I think we

have to look at these root causes of what has created the phenomena of

people living on our streets. Look at those root causes, and where the

accountability lies. Sometimes it will be on multiple levels. And truthfully, I think

much of the responsibility lies with the State. The State has cut a lot of

funding. The State has cut a lot of resources, and it's pushing [the social

problems] into cities but not providing resources to help resolve them. Even if

we had the best mental healthcare services in the world if people can't pay for

it, then it's not going to be accessible. And so I think the accountability lies in

multiple places, but not just with the City. “

11. “So again, I would go back and say that it's not the City's role to take total

resposibility for ending homelessness. We do take accountability for our part

of it. [REDACTED] has a role in it. This [REDACTED] Department has a role in it. We

have a department of [REDACTED] we look at. We have it a director of [REDACTED].

It's not a department, but it's a director of [REDACTED] who is always looking at

ways that we can try to do things differently. But again, I think that working with

organizations like Heading Home. Working with the people who have the expertise

in homelessness and housing. The City’s role is to support them and be an advocate

for all Bloomington residents. We were really instrumental in standing up the
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Heading Home initiative, and so we have been advocating for it. I think that between

[REDACTED] and [REDACTED] you know, those are our two city departments that

work closely in this area. But I just would not think that that putting total

responsibility on the City for ending homelessness is fair. Then I would also say

that homelessness, because I know that we're talking a lot about homelessness is

not the only the [important] indicator for public safety. You know we have

increased gun violence in our community which has nothing to do with

homelessness. Bloomington is actually more accessible because of I-69. So there

are other things in the area of public safety that have to be addressed, as well. But

to answer your question about the homelessness, I just don't think that the City

should be held totally accountable for it.Many people think of City government,

because when you want someone to fix something, it’s easy to point at City

officials – both elected and staff. But you know everybody in the City is also in

the County. And the County government has a role in this as well. They have

the Health Department, the Sheriff and the jail. Not to say the County isn’t

doing anything, I just want folks to know this is a community-wide issue that

will take community collaboration to developed effective solutions. This is an

issue that is shared by the entire community, and it's an issue that will not be

resolved without the entire community's input. “
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Operational Stakeholder D

This operational stakeholder preferred that the direct quotes from their outreach with our
Special Committee not be included in this Report.
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Operational Stakeholder E

1. “In my role as [REDACTED]. I feel it is my job to try to ensure public safety to the best

of my ability. The things that come through our office, I think some of the biggest

threats that we face, it’s very place-specific to Bloomington, I think a lot of the things

that we deal with right now are distracted driving and intoxicated driving. We also

have a lot, I feel there's been an uptick in the last few years of violent crimes, so

whether that be with firearms, or knives or other weapons, we've seen seen a lot

more of those kinds of crimes. Fortunately, they haven’t all resulted in a homicide,

but they have, they're still very threatening to people who are around those

gunshots. Those are probably some of the things that cause me the deepest

concern. “

2. “I think one of the biggest struggles that we have is that when we do end up getting

like grant funding or something to start a new program. For example, take the Stride

Center, or the mobile crisis unit, getting the funds in place and getting things in

place, is one thing, but actually drawing people to do the work and to stay and

manage the program: It's a real challenge. So I think we have to do something to

foster people wanting to do that work and stay with it for a while. It's not

particularly high-paying work. There's a lot of secondary trauma associated

with it. There tends to be a lot of bureaucracy and oversight that people have to

deal with. So I think there's a lot of different things that make it challenging. But I

don't know that that's necessarily even unique to those programs. I think that it's

kind of something that employers are struggling with across a lot of different

sectors. And I'm not sure how to fix that problem. But in order to be a licensed care

provider for these things, you have to have a significant amount of education, too,

and that's not, you know, usually free or easy. And so I think it's also something

where people are looking to make more money, and to move up in their [career]

ladder too. But yeah, I think that really the best thing the City can probably do is

try to make connections across a lot of different sectors and then provide

[employee benefits] programs to try to help incentivize those that work and

[provide promotion] options.”

3. “I think that there's a lot of folks who are saying things like we need to be

considering alternatives [to law enforcement and criminal justice] for [addressing
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the problems of] substance use and mental health from the police. And I think

honestly, the police and I would agree with you. At least I would.We [law

enforcement and criminal justice providers] are not equipped to deal with some

of the significant mental health problems that we see. But the unfortunate truth

is that they don't a lot of people don't end up getting mental health treatment for a

variety of reasons. I think some of it has to be with access, like they don't have

health insurance, ormeans to get themselves into treatment. But I think a lot a

large part of it is that a lot of folks who are experiencing mental illness [do not]

realize or recognize that they are experiencing mental illness. And so they

won't necessarily engage with it voluntarily. I wish we could find a way for that to be

destigmatized, or, likemore accessible, more normalized, for people to to get

connected with and feel okay about checking in with our mental health. Because

what ends up happening with us is we get people who have committed batteries

[violent crimes] or other kinds of [crimes] as a result of mental health outbursts, but

we just don't have a very effective means, we do our best to try to get people

treatment and get them to a place where they're not going to hurt people again,

but [the criminal justice system] is not the best way to to get that done. I

would say I think that any efforts that can be made to destigmatize and increase

access to mental health and substance use [drug treatment] is going to be a huge

effort. But again, I really do love the idea of trying to do some community-based

violence preventionwork, and I don't know how I can foster or support those efforts,

but I would be happy to do it if I can. “

4. “I was talking about just not having enough, or the right, resources for certain

mental health and substance use challenges. I do think one of the things I found

most interesting about some of the stuff that you were presenting at the [CAPS

Commission’s Public Safety] Town Hall was the idea of trying to come up with

violence prevention initiatives, and something [based] in the community, because

the truth is likemaking it illegal, sending the police bringing them to [the criminal

justice system]. It's not going to convince people to avoid this behavior, and it's

much preferable to avoid violence. Then than to try to get justice for somebody

who's lost a family member. It's muchmore cost effective as well. “

5. “I know that the police department has its social workers, and I do think that

they're doing some really good work with the social workers. But I also think that
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it's healthy to keep criminal justice and treatment providers, for them to have

some separation. Because you don't want the law enforcement piece to have

that much of an outsized influence on this treatment. I always think it's a good

idea to to pay attention to [critical assessments] people are putting out about

criminal justice and the things that I do, just because, if you don't challenge yourself

to hear what other people have to say you're never, you're not really improving

right? So I try to do that, and some of it I agree with, and some of it, I don't.”

6. “We obviously have a lot of folks who are dealing with mental health and

substance use challenges that cause them to come into the [criminal justice]

system over and over again. And so that's obviously a big issue that we're trying

to address root cause through treatment and other referrals. But there's never

enough for of the right resources to deal with that that huge problem. I have no

idea [how to resolve this lack of resources].”

7. “I don't think that the City can do everything and be all things to all people, and i'm

not sure that's advisable, anyway. But I think it's important to foster an environment

through incentive programs to draw developers into providing low-income housing

and draw treatment providers to want to live and work here.”

8. “If we're talking about [the City resolving the lack of access to] housing, I feel like

that makes the most sense in like HAND, or the Bloomington Housing Authority, or

somewhere that already kind of deals with housing issues and landlord issues. If

you're talking about [drug] treatment, maybe the department of Community and

Family Resources. I think that [they are] doing some initiative on preventing violence

[from a community-based perspective] that I was talking about. So maybe that's like

that's a good home for it.”

9. “I think you're always gonna run into the NIMBY [Not In My BackYard, or when

residents of a community support providing more access to resources for

marginalized residents, but they do not support having those resources provided in

their own neighborhoods] problem with that. People don't want to be around

those kinds of resources. I mean, you see that with when we were trying to locate

the Shalom Center [Beacon Inc.] or the Stride Center. We were looking at a place

that was kind of near this one somewhere on the south side, and well basically just

the neighbors weren't having it. They didn't want to have that kind of resource down

there. So you're always gonna have that where businesses and neighborhoods like
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folks just aren't gonna want to have people using drugs in their vicinity

because they're seen as being unstable, and unhealthy and threatening, even

if they're not. I just think they are seen as being kind of menacing. So I think

that's really going to be your biggest problem with [providing drug treatment

resources more widely available in our community, including safe injection sites]. I

think the research suggests that you have fewer overdoses, or the overdoses that

you do have can be reversed very quickly and keep people alive.”
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Operational Stakeholder F

1. “I think I would say, the greatest threat to public safety are in a couple of

dimensions. One dimension to me is guns and weaponry, and the means of

violence that are pervasive and increasing. We're seeing more weapons more

frequently around our community, and in incidents that we deal with, and you know

any time a firearm is involved there's so much more danger than if one is not

involved. So that's one dimension of what I would say is a great threat to public

safety, and I would urge our elected representatives in the State House to let us do

more to try to manage those issues. So we care deeply about that. I mean having a

lot more firearms in the community is a direct threat to our public safety officers, as

it is a real concern for our residents.”

2. “I think the second dimension i'd talk about, I suppose, is in terms of threat to

public safety would be the kind of the underlying public health challenges,

mental health, substance use disorders, that drive a lot of kind of street

stress. And I think you know the state of Indiana is among the very lowest per

capita investments in public health. I think we need to do a lot more locally on

that issue in terms of prevention and dealing with threats to our public safety.

You can have public health challenges with mental health that can result in

public safety challenges, same with substance use disorder. I think the lack of

affordable housing and homelessness can also cause public safety challenges. I

would reiterate that at a very fundamental level the weaponry and the danger of

guns creates an order of magnitude risk that we really need to deal with. It's very

difficult in a state like this with the laws that we have. But I do agree that both the

reality and the perception of public safety are affected by all three of those

categories [the problems of homelessness, mental illness and drug use].”

3. “And then I guess I maybe i'd mentioned a third, which is having as much

opportunity for people as possible, is very important in terms ofmaking people

feel connected to the community with the future with a lot of opportunity to

live a good life. So that means jobs and good education and a good quality of life.

But that’s at a really high level, too. Public safety is fundamental to any

successful city, and any risks or threats or deterioration of public safety is a

threat to the success of the city. “
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4. “The public health is, of course, a very, very broad topic. but I was just saying

personal choices [are important] too. You know we try to encourage people to be

active and to walk and use our parks and have an active, healthy lifestyle. And that's

part of public health, too.”

5. “The lack of public health investment [by the federal, state and county

governments] means that we spend a lot of time dealing with situations that are

fundamentally medical and health situations, but they manifest themselves

on the streets and in street homelessness, or behaviors that are challenging. So we

end up kind of paying that the back end for what should be a front end,

healthcare issue. “

6. “I think the overall criminal justice system is a critical part [of improving the city’s

public safety outcomes]. We haven't really talked about that much, but I think you

know America is extremely over-incarcerated when you look at our relationship

to other developed countries that's got a deep and long legacy, and I think, reflects

the fact that we're not doing enough to invest in services and prevention and

opportunity. And indeed, in our community in particular, our incarceration system,

our jail, is an abomination and it has been for many years. It has been left to

deteriorate in a way that's really a stain on our community. I know there are a lot of

people who work very hard and do a lot of good things in the criminal justice

system, but that particular component is in desperate need of improvement, and I

would also say the whole component of prevention and mental health services

and substance use disorder, counseling, and job placement and opportunity

creation is under resourced and should be invested in more, and that all trickles

down. It all affects public safety.”

7. “You know public safety is affected by a lot of things. You know the road

infrastructure making sure we do the best we can to protect pedestrians, bicyclists,

and vehicle occupants that they're safe. That is a big deal working on suicide that if

you really look at the big picture of mental of public safety. Suicide is a big

challenge. And how do we address that issue? We don't have good public health [in

Bloomington] compared to the wealth of our country and our community. So that's

a whole level of question about public health, exercise, and lifestyle. Choices are

really important in public health. So doing all we don't have good public health

compared to the wealth in our community.”
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8. “It's complicated. On the one hand, a [key operational stakeholder in public safety]

and a city [government] are of course, interested in all aspects of life. And what

how they affect us. On the other hand, [ensuring access to resources likemental

healthcare and drug treatment] are areas that we don't directly do a lot

about. You know, medical health, for example, is one I you know I don't run a

hospital or an ambulance service or doctors offices.Mental health is similarly not

really an expertise or responsibility that we have. You know our state is set up

with a public health system that's based at the county level. It covers all counties,

including all the city residents of a county. So that basic public health system is

really rooted in county government, which doesn't mean I as a [key operational

stakeholder in public safety] don't care about it. I do care a lot because it affects

all the 85,000 Bloomington residents, but in terms of that language of “taking

overall accountability,” that's just not something we're likely to do on mental

healthcare and drug treatment. Now we want to work very closely with the

experts in that area, whether they're public experts or nonprofit, or even private

experts to try to improve that. But, like the funding generally comes to the county,

and so the direct responsibility for public health is with the County Health

Department and a health board that oversees it. So we're kind of a partner in

that.”

9. “On affordable housing I do feel like the City of Bloomington feels overall

accountability for doing everything we can with affordable housing inside city

limits where we directly and manage resources and opportunities. And we work

really hard at that. So I guess if the question is, “How can we allow the City of

Bloomington to take overall accountability for access to safe and affordable

housing?” You know we need more funding from the Federal Government, and we

have rules that we have to deal with from the Federal and State Government, both

on Housing support, but we certainly do embrace that mission of affordable

housing for all of our residents very seriously, and pursue it aggressively every

day in city government.”

10. “Well, so let's split this into the different categories on this, on the subject of

affordable housing. You know our major department is housing and

neighborhood development, and they are very active. Of course we have a

Bloomington Housing Authority. So I think that the combination of the housing
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authority and the housing and neighborhood development would be the the two

key [city departments critical to resolving the city’s lack of] affordable housing.

They're more with the economic, sustainable development and the planning

department and legal department, and the Controller and others that get

involved. But HAND would be the center [of the coordination of city programming to

resolve housing insecurity.] We do work very closely with lots of community

organizations on housing, from housing producers to homeless service providers

and others things like that on the mental health and drug treatment. “

11. “Well, we certainly care deeply about that lack of access [to mental healthcare and

drug treatment]. But inevitably we're going to be dealing primarily with the

County Health Department, and the healthcare system overall to make

advances on that. We don't have a health department in the city government. We,

the closest we have, I think, right now would be the Community and family

resources department which deals with a lot of varied issues around a

welcoming community, a safe and civil community, a community of robust

nonprofits and volunteers and well engaged people. Some very large cities do have

a health department, and that would be a different animal if we did, I think. But I

don't know how that funding would work related to the County Health Department,

which you know gets the direct state money, and if the state's gonna, I hope very

much that they will, add investments in public health, it will generally come through

the County Health Department.”

12. “Indiana is extremely under invested in public health per capita, which mostly

funds our county health system, and I think we should do more locally, and we

need more help from the State Government, too. But I think we can step up and

should step up locally. And again, that's basically at a county finance level. We have

tens of millions of dollars of American Rescue Plan Act money that should be

significant, parts of which should be dedicated to public health. In my view. the

county received 12 million dollars annually in new local income tax revenue this

year, and I think a significant chunk of that should be dedicated to public health. It

appears the decision is mostly to move that into the criminal justice jail part, and I

think that's not appropriate. so I think we can do more locally. I also think we need

help from the State and Federal Government. It appears that the 12 million dollars

of new local income tax money that the county received this earmarked just for the
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jail when, in my view, it ought to be significantly invested in prevention, services, and

and healthcare, and all those things have a separate source of funding than for a

jail, which we're allowed to do as a community. We can create a criminal justice tax

for the jail.”

13. “We have very substantial local resources available today to invest in public

health in particular. Mental health and substance use disorder at the county level,

both with the American Rescue Plan Act and with the new local income tax. and I

strongly believe, as a community and as a County, we ought to do that. The

City is investing substantially in affordable housing with local resources. We just put

another a 1 million dollars a year of local taxes into affordable housing. And we're

spending a lot on transit which helps make housing more affordable and climate

response. And all which we're doing [the City’s] part. But we are not generally a

public health funder that's done at the County level, and I think if [City, County and

State governments] each take our part in addressing these components, we can

really make progress, but I think at the County level we need to see a lot more

investment in that public health side. “
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Operational Stakeholder G

This operational stakeholder did not reply to our requests to approve the direct quotes
from their outreach in time to be included in this Report.
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Advocacy Stakeholder A

1. “First of all, we are wrapped around in a system that is inherently capitalistic

that cares nothing for the person. I think people understand that we live in this

kind of dual lives where we're told one thing, but the other thing is going on, and we

live with it on such a daily basis that we kind of like internalized it. I think that, like

poverty, low access to housing. I mean, most drug use doesn’t start as a systemic

problem. It's usually like a reaching for something to feel better or reaching for

something to augment your personality, augment your feelings.”

2. “If you don't feel good because of the way the world is, though no fault of your own,

or through a fault of your own, you will seek out some way to feel better about

yourself or to ease the pain. It is a natural function in the human body as well as in

human nature. And drugs provides that [mechanism to feel better], but it also

provides harm inherent both in the illegality as well as the drugs themselves. “

3. “We live in an environment of white supremacy that is ingrained into our culture

so deeply that it makes us all racist. even if we don't, even if we don't think we are.

We have a two-party [political] system. That's really a one-party system. All of these

[structural problems] that are going on, that are poorly addressed, and if they are,

They're usually bad in a ways thatmake the person feel generally unsure and

untrusting of the system, and those that do trust the system have to do it blindly,

because they doubled down so hard. “

4. “We started out as a harm reduction focused organization. The services we provide

are protecting people from blood-born pathogens by giving out clean syringes and

clean, safer smoking supplies, sniffing supplies and anything that whatever drug

you're using, whatever harmmight come, or whatever disease, anything you

can get from that drug or from the use of that drug.We try to prevent that with

simple evidence-based strategies. Nothing we do doesn't have like 8 miles of

evidence behind it because, unfortunately, drug users are not trusted very well. So

we have to do double the data [gathering and research.] When someone comes into

our [REDACTED] for the first time. What's the what's going on in my head is, ‘I have

this person in there. They're there for 5 min, 10 min, 1 min, or whatever. As soon as

they walk out that door they may die. I may never see them again. They may be

locked up. Any of these horrible things that happen to people in America who
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use drugs.’ [We provide] love and care, as well as many services or referral to

services that are trusted by drug users. “

5. ‘I would say that the [REDACTED] offers harm reduction focused strategies and

principles to give bodily autonomy and resources to people in use [drugs] in

[our community], and to strive to give them whatever positive change we can

provide for them. “

6. “The problem that happens is, we talk about categories [of the causes of drug use].

Categories like lack of education as a child or poor family situation, no help from

the public [safety] sector at all, and what help there is is all punitive in nature.

The punitive nature [of the public safety system] that leads to shame and stigma

that [drug users] then internalize and then throw back out. So, even though,

like we receive this stigma jam, the worst part is what [drug users] give back out

[to other people], which is doubled down stigma and shame, and ends up,

being a recycling board of shame. “

7. “I would say that there's not one positive thing about [Bloomington’s policing

system]. I couldn't find a positive.What do [the police-embedded social workers]

do? It’s like saying, ’Here's your science teacher. He's an ecclesiastic priest.’ It's

contradictory. [Police-embedded social workers] are only there to serve a

purpose to a politician. Any help that we have right now [from police] is not for

true care of the person. “

8. “[BPD] haven't asked drug users what they want. They may have asked a couple

recovering addicts what they want, but they're not asking people who are scared

for their lives. “

9. “Once, for instance, [when they first opened] Stride Center. I was really psyched

with it, for I know it sounds weird. Normally, you think i'd be totally [skeptical], but I

was actually kind of like excited when [the idea] first got brought to me, when I was

heard about it. [My original] idea of [how it would operate was] they [drug users]

could just hang out. People could just go and chill [without the police] fucking with

them. They were talking about private rooms, you know, like utilitarian rooms where

[drug users] can spend the night. And we see what happened. No one can go

there without a police referral until just recently. “

10. “I would say that 90% of the problem [causing contradictions between the goals

of law enforcement and the public safety of drug users in our community is]
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around the felony possession of a syringe. If you have a Narcan kit, and you take

out that syringe out of the Narcan Kit, and you're in Brown County, and get pulled

over, you will get a felony for a syringe made to save people's lives. [The law views

possession of Narcan kits as] possession of a syringe that is to be used for [illegal]

drug use. So guess who gets to decide if it's going to be used for drug use or not?

The police. And you know that they're gonna say it was used for drugs. We're lucky

here that [the Monroe County prosecutor] all on her own [addressed this problem in

Monroe County], so anyone that comes to [court in Monroe County on] the [syringe

possession] charge, they bounce right out now. They still get fucking arrested,

which is shady, but, like we have to stop that mark because they shouldn't even be

getting arrested. But at least they don't [get convicted.]”

11. “I would say that another [contradiction between the goals of law/code enforcement

and public safety] is the idea of how we treat our homeless. The idea of ripping

these camps down without providing solutions. We always are quick to tear

down a camp or to tell [unhoused people] to leave, but we're never quick to say,

‘Here, this is an alternative [place for you to live].’ [The city could] help

[unhoused people] with some coding issues, and help the [property owners]

avoid having to evict them.”

12. “We can take the entirety of drug use out of [the realm of law enforcement]. It is

not a problem for the law [to solve]. It's a problem for health care. We could

take out every, instead of police responding with to someone who's choking, or

maybe having an overdose. We could have a lay responder and pay for them to

respond or pay for. You know, there are people out there [who would] probably

volunteer to do it. I would, you know, if you tell me that they're going there. It'll need

[to operate in] shifts. They can help them right then, you know they can, and

traverse them to whatever care [facility] they choose. [Drug users] should be

protected from going into the legal system. “

13. “Any overdose, and anybody helping with that overdose, regardless of calling

911, regardless of anything else, should be protected by law against search and

seizure against [legal prosecution]. No one should have to wake up from an

overdose to a charge. No one should have to help someone [recover from] an

overdose and get charged if they don't call 911.”
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14. “If they think that they have a [community-led, safety-based crisis response] group

[that is] entirely peer ran in Tacoma, Washington. So when the EMS goes out, it rings

them, and they get paid by the State to go with EMS to overdoses, so that [if] they

show up, and it's just a [non drug-induced] heart attack or something else, and

that's fine. They don't care [if they get dispatched to non-drug related 911 calls], but

right now they're showing up to like at least 10 to 20 overdoses a day in one of these

municipalities. Here [in Bloomington] we have, we get reported for one month

about 100 reversed overdoses. This is all peer-reversed overdosed right now, if

someone OD’s what happens if I call the police right now, and I say, ‘There's a man

on the sidewalk outside my house who's having seizures, and he has a syringe stuck

in his arm.’ The first thing I would say to you is why are you wasting time calling the

police when you could be saving his life first, and then calling the police. [But if you

were to call 911 in Bloomington for an overdose situation,] the police [being

dispatched] is going to be their advice. Whatever time they take, they're going to get

there. What we've seen is either they come with do they send the EMS right away, or

they all show up, Fire [department] shows up. It's fucking stupid. Yeah, it's

crazy [waste of resources]. i'm serious, like I watched somebody once, he ws

overdosing, and [our organization] came in. By the time we'd given them Narcan

and and brought them back [from overdosing]. They had [Fire department

response]. 3 or 4 cop cars, you know an ambulance, and it was disgusting that,

like the amount of resources not needed and wasted, so that the cops could

check [the situation to find out if] there might be a bust there, you know, because

that's what it's all about. It doesn't make sense that you would send a police

officer period in that situation, because this because it's a medical situation.

But like. [police are not needed to respond to 911 calls] except for a violent

crime. [Or if you need a responder to] fill out a report. If someone stole some shit

from you, and you don't know who it is. [Law enforcement and police should] have

no jurisdiction over your health or your body, you know at least if you have

done nothing violent. Intervening in currently committed violent crimes and

solving past crimes, that's what [law enforcement agencies] should be doing. “

15. “If we look at [public safety response system in Bloomington] currently right now,

there are people who would rather die than deal with the system. They would

just rather die, you know. So I mean they don't have an overdosing [crisis
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responder] because the [public safety response] system is at such odds [with the

safety needs of drug users]. If we could get another [crisis responding agency], it

have to be true, it would have to be separate and above from police that can

say [to responding police], “You have to leave.” There has to be [legal and

institutional] power behind it. They need to be able to tell [responding police

officers], if we had a group of these independent responders, they have to have the

power to tell the officer to leave. which will be really hard to do, you know, but that's

something that they'd have to have. “

16. “[Local public safety responders] they'll send [drug users] to [a local mental

healthcare provider for drug treatment.] So [our organization] don't say that.We

don't go to [this local mental healthcare provider] because we've just been

treated like shit there. Here are some alternatives. Now, [this local mental

healthcare provider] is changing, I've heard, but i'll have to see it to believe it. You

know we operate. They play in the reduction stuff when they don't even hire

drug users, or if you do work there, they fire you if you use drugs, so it's kind of

like, [this local mental healthcare provider] is responsible for enough of its own

shaming [of drug users in our community] for me not to have to itemize it. “

17. “But that's one of the things that I would say we do differently is [that] we don't

shame [drug users].We let people come as they are, and get the care that they see

they need. So we provide resources. If they need resources or money, or whatever it

may be, whatever they see as a positive change. We will work with them some days

it might be spending the whole day get their [drivers] license back. Some days, it

might be, we have a a participant who comes in a lot who has nowhere to go that he

feels safe. Literally. He has [drug-induced] psychosis, and he has nowhere else that

he feels safe. So, after a couple of days being out in the non-traditional living

situations, he will come and sleep on the couch sometimes for like 8 hours. We just

let him sleep. He's not bothering no one. He's not hurting no one. He just needs a

place where he feels safe and mostly that's what we are, is a sanctuary for drug

users.”

18. [The reason why drug users may not feel safe in our community’s overnight

shelters] is, first of all, there's [a local overnight shelter for unhoused people]. That is

phase-based. i'm getting this [information] from my participants. I haven't stayed in

these shelters. I would not. I was not [unhoused when] these shelters [existed]. They
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were around when [my experience of being unhoused] was over. The [local

overnight shelter] is religious by nature, and lots of bad things happen there.

Plus you have to be there by a certain time, same as [another overnight shelter]

where, like, for instance, might be a little bit better. But you have to be there by a

certain time, and then, like they can't have their drugs there. They can't be

intoxicated there. Sometimes they're using these drugs to [treat] a mental

problem. You know what I mean, [I’m] not saying it's the best thing, but what I

heard once heard someone from like a homeless coalition in a New York say is that

the idea of a shelter was never meant to be cyclical. It was meant for, like you've got

a a problem right this second. It's cold outside. I don't want you to die. Come in

here, and then we'll give you warm food in the morning, and you go. I mean [the

practice of providing overnight shelter to unhoused people] originally started out in

the churches, but I mean after it left the churches, [secular non-profit organizations]

did the same model. The idea of putting people in a huge room, it's dormitory

style that when the lights go out there's one guard, and he doesn't give a shit.

He's not policing around, there have been assaults there. There's been huge

racial problems there. So I mean, I would say that going to the shelters is the

shittiest option [unhoused drug users] have. “

19. “Well, [to resolve the problem of drug users who hesitate to call 911 in emergency

situations out of fear of law enforcement being dispatched], ideally, the [law

enforcement] officer wouldn't be [dispatched to an overdose situation] in the

first place. I think there if is a police officer in any situation, no one can tell him

what to do. That's how law enforcement works. They used to not be that, like the

medical field could tell [police not to interfere in health emergencies], like early EMS

in the seventies and eighties. The county health department should be able to. So if

we did [create a safety-focused crisis response system], we would have to have

double advisory boards. We'd have to have [an advisory body] that [would be]

made up of the constituents of our community, and one made up of drug

users. I mean, we would have to incorporate all of [least safe and marginalized

groups into the oversight structure of the program], because what tends to

happen [in municipal public safety design] is people with great intentions

build these systems without talking to drug users or people who have lived
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experience, or they'll go to somebody who's in a 12-step abstinence-based recovery

program and that looks a lot different [than the] harm reduction [model].”

20. “If we were to have [a drug treatment center including a safe injection site] in

Bloomington, we would need to have more than one [location]. How could we

address the concern that everyone would have, which would be, ‘Not in my

backyard,’ like where to put it. This is the main [obstacle to] something like that. But

you have to understand that these things would drastically reduce all those

[harms and injustice experienced by the drug using community]. People can't,

they're not going to be hanging around the site, and even then, we can place the

site, it needs to be quickly accessible to people who use drugs, so that people

can get this [treatment]. It also needs to be close to the [other] services [drug

users may need], because people are walking a lot. [Local residents and business

owners] would be like, “Oh, don't put it near [my neighborhood], put it somewhere

else. Of course that's what they do. Nobody wants like, we have such a little love

for the drug user [in our community] that the people [here don’t] want drug

users to be around them. What we don't understand [in Bloomington] is things like

that. That the more we normalize drug use as just [being a] health care problem that

some people have, the more we're going to climb out of those ways of thinking that

[a] person is inherently bad or wrong for using drugs.”

21. “And of course there's probably legal [reforms] we need to do to make [a walk-in

drug treatment with safe injection site] happen. If we would give police [legal

protection from] their liability, if we'd say [to] police, ‘you're not liable.’ But really

until we get that syringe [law reformed], [making arrests of drug users for syringe

possession] is always going to be what [law enforcement officers] do. It just comes

down to like, that's how the system is set up. I'm sure if I [was] a cop, I'll get

promoted and get more awards if I arrest more people with felonies. I'm just

sure that's how it works. “

22. [The benefit of a safety-based crisis response system] is if the drug user knows

that he can call this [alternate phone number to 911] and the [peer

responders] are gonna come and save him, or if they know that no police will

ever be [dispatched], [if there was a] phone number to call that did not bring

the police, [then drug users would be more likely to ask for help in crisis

situations]. And so that's a pro. The other pro is that you You can see these
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relationships being built, like right now, like with [our organization] and the

[Bloomington] Homeless Coalition and Beacon, and we've built these relationships

between the people that work in the [organizations]. So if [one of those

organizations] go and see a guy that he's over[dosing or if] someone's got some

drug related [crisis situation]. They're gonna call [my organization] and in the same

turn, if I see something that's more of a housing issue, or this person just needs

[some other resource], I'll send them to somewhere else. You know I mean, the pros

are that one of these systems can serve in that capacity as a liaison to other

[service providers].”

23. “I would say that [key performance indicators the City might use for gauging success

in community safety] would be overdose rates and homeless mortality rates. I

would also use increases in money [secured by the City for] harm reduction

services and increases in access to alternatives for homelessness and drug use.

That's a problem that we only have one thing you can do. There's no good rehabs

around here. More money [secured by the City and] funded towards

homelessness. and [empowering] autonomous decision-making [by] homeless

people. [Marginalized] people [should] be able to make their own decisions for

themselves. Another key indicator would be [the City securing and] funneling a lot

more money into things like domestic violence [organizations]. Can they be

reducing the mortality rate of drug users? Increased money [toward] getting

people out of poverty [would result in a] drastic cut in Hepatitis C and in the

blood-borne pathogens. Also increased funding into things like emerging new

technologies running through like drug checking. We should be having amachine

to check all drugs on the spot, as many as we want. So that people can see like.

For instance, I was in North Carolina [where someone had] one [of the

drug-checking machines] and a guy found out that he had drugs in which the horse

[tranquilizer] was that can kill you and he threw away one of the largest bags of

drugs I have ever seen. So people will do that if they find out that it's bad.”
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Advocacy Stakeholder B

1. “One of the biggest structural causes of homelessness in Bloomington is a lack

of affordable housing. In addition, when there is affordable housing, many times

landlords don’t accept rental assistance vouchers due to the stigma or false

perception of people who use the program being more likely to be bad renters.”

2. “The current data tracking system of unhoused residents in the City is a

coordinated entry program that is required by HUD [Federal department of

Housing and Urban Development.] Case managers who provide services to

unhoused people enter information about their clients into a common database

where case managers assess clients on a vulnerability index. Then when housing

becomes available, the most vulnerable people are at the top of the list. One

challenge is that not every agency is part of this process. In short, we need a way

to start counting unhoused people who are not in the database. “

3. “The coordinated entry system will give us good idea [of a monthly count of

unhoused residents in the City]. Region 10 [of the coordinated entry system]

includes Monroe and 5 other counties. [Our organization] has a target goal to

launch a public dashboard by June 30, 2023. We’ve been entering data for 7 months

internally see how it looks. It's not a public database.We are working towards

pulling that into a public like a page on our website that would be updated

monthly. We're we haven't done that yet, because the data is incomplete, because

[a local overnight shelter], which is the biggest shelter and has the most direct

[homeless data in Bloomington], they are not, they use a separate database for their

management. And so we're working to export their data into the database that

everybody else uses. When that happens, it'll be a more accurate description. It is a

challenge for us to figure out what the [systemic] gaps are, and how we can build a

more comprehensive, more timely database [for tracking homelessness in our

community.]”

4. “I know that the County feels like they need to [conduct environmental mitigation]

when they clear an encampment. They need to basically do like bio-hazard

remediation of some sort. But there, as far as I know, there is no ongoing effort

[by either the City or County governments] to keep encampments clean [for

the health and safety of unhoused residents]. Clean-up happens after a
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decision has been made to clear the encampment by the [County] Health

Department. “

5. “A community collaborative is working on a set of guidelines for encampment

closings. The goal is to have the agencies that provide direct services to unhoused

[residents] come to a consensus on best practices. And then from there try to align

the City and the County with those recommendations, which is a pretty heavy lift,

because the City and County have separate operating processes. We are just hoping

to provide some guidance that will result in - and this is really not addressing the

question of should encampments continue to exist - this is, if a decision is made to

close an encampment, here is a humane way to go about it. I think we also need to

develop a policy about the existence of encampments, and but the city and

county, and what are the things that make them decide to close encampments

or not. And this is specifically on public property, because it's different for private

property. I mean, if an owner says they want people off their property, that's the

law. So there's less flexibility. [However,] there is flexibility about the [the City or

County departments issuing] citations [to private property owners due to

debris caused by the presence of unhoused residents living on their

properties]. That's a decision. So we're still kind of early days on [this effort]. But I

think that there needs to be a more of a community consensus on, let's not just

like randomly have our [City or County law enforcement agencies] just go and

suddenly there's an encampment closing. Let's think about what that [human]

impact is, and how we can address the needs of people who are in the

encampments because they're there for a [systemic] reason.”

6. “I feel like it’s not any one [City department that could resolve the homelessness

crisis in Bloomington], it’s not just the City of Bloomington [government] who should

be held responsible for resolving the lack of access to housing.We should also

include the [Monroe] County government and other nearby municipalities. For

instance, Bedford doesn’t have a year-round shelter. The City and County both

contributed ARPA [American Rescue Plan] funding to [our organization].

Additionally, transportation, infrastructure, park resources such as public

bathrooms, all of these impact the health and safety of unhoused people.”

7. “Within the City of Bloomington, CFR [Community and Family Resources

department] - [resolving the homelessness crisis] is within their purview more
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than HAND [Housing and Neighborhood Development department]. But [if the

City decided to take accountability to resolve the homelessness crisis], also HAND

would play a big part, Parks and Rec, BPD [police], BFD [fire] should be involved.

You want everyone involved, the Mayor, the City Council, they all need to be

communicating that message and implementing a compassionate community

response.”

8. “If we wanted to calculate an economic assessment of ending homelessness?

We would take cost of housing one person, add the cost of case management, take

into account the in-flow and out-flow rates, the costs of preventing homelessness,

which involves [providing access to resources such as] childcare, healthcare, etc.

maybe universal income, eviction prevention. It seems doable.“

9. “I think the challenge on [providing trash removal and other basic services equally to

unhoused residents in our City] is that from what I understand of current political

leadership, there's a reluctance to basically say, “We're okay with the

encampments.”

10. “[On whether any government office in our community tracks homeless mortality

rates,] I don't know the answer to that. I think that [in] the [coordinated entry

system] database there is a column for when people exit homelessness, [and] death

is one of those one of the ways. But it's not [tracked at] the [County] Coroner's

office, and so it wouldn't be comprehensive. No, the number wouldn't be

accurate at all. And sometimes there are gaps. So if nobody knows what happened

to that person, they might just be - suddenly, they're not around, [identifying the

cause of their disappearance from our community] that sometimes [is] hard to

know. Like did they leave the community? Did they find housing on their own? So as

far as I know, that specific category [homeless mortality], isn't [tracked by

government officials in our community.]”
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Advocacy Stakeholder C

1. “There was a statistic that was brought up [in the CAPS Commission presentation at

the Public Safety Town Hall] that caught my attention. It was about housing. There

was a data point or a comment made about vacancies and vacancy rates, [citing the

2020 Bloomington Housing Study on the City of Bloomington website, which states

the vacancy rate of rental housing as reported by the American Community Survey

is 9%] and something about how there are enough empty beds or enough

vacancies to house everybody. I’m interested in having more information as

this seems high and the percentage that I heard is closer to 4%. Do those vacant

units cost $1,200 a month or more? Are they in apartments complexes like

Smallwood that are marketed to IU undergraduate students? Would a family with

children be welcome there, or want that to be their home environment because of

lifestyle differences? If you've got young kids, you may be more of an morning

person and concerned about early morning noise. If you work an evening shift or

have a late-night lifestyle, there could be a conflict with recreational noise and

guests because you're awake when others are sleeping. I’d also like to know if

there is a possibility of empty beds or unleased rentals that aren't being

reported. I also think that [Mayoral Candidate] Don Griffin made the point in one of

the candidate forums that there are two-acre lots where, if zoned differently, could

accommodate additional units. I've had a brief conversation with Don on the

reporting of vacancies. ‘Well, where are they? That’s not what my experience is.

So where are those units?’

2. “I think the underlying [cause of crime and threats to public safety in

Bloomington] is substance use, bias and racism. I think that not understanding

other cultures or being uncomfortable around certain groups is underlying a lot of

the violence that's happening. Many of the altercations that are happening might

not escalate or might not even be initiated if there wasn't this misunderstanding and

fear of others. That's not really what's being talked about right? Most people want to

focus on the increase in the ability of people to open carry [guns in public]. The

amount of weapons readily accessible contributes to [crime and threats to

safety] and I also think there has been an influx of people coming from outside the

community, not here to do any other business than drug trade. You're seeing an
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increase in gun activity in some [drug-related] turf wars, in that wasn't there before.

I think that is part of it, too.“

3. “Around 2020, 2019. There seemed to be more people moving here from out of

state due to opportunities for income-based housing and porting section 8

housing vouchers. I’m not sure if this was due to suggestions from the out-of-state

housing authorities or from friends/family members [telling housing-insecure

people] to come to Bloomington. It's just hard to tell. When I first heard people

talking about, ‘Blacks from Detroit, and Blacks from Chicago come here and take

advantage of public housing.’ I’m like,’ Whoa! ‘Wait a minute, are you - that sounds

pretty racist.’ Are you saying that there's more crime because there's more Blacks? I

have noticed an increase of people contacting my program for services that recently

moved here from the Chicago and Detroit area. [I do not get] information on why

people left their prior housing unless they choose to share why they did. A lot of

people said they needed to leave an unhealthy environment related to

domestic violence issues, drug activity, gang activity, and things like that. So it

seems that in some instances that [perception] may have some credence.”

4. “I don't know if I would say [Bloomington is] a healthy environment, since this

depends on the individual’s circumstances/habits and socio-economic status. It

seems that in past years more people were considering moving here due to

having social services and medical and other supports available. There seems

less options for lower income families based on the increase of those in need. You

can't easily find Section 8 housing just because you have a voucher and

temporary shelter options are wait-listed. Even “workforce” housing is in high

demand.”

5. “It's hard for me to know [what causes housing insecurity in Bloomington] other

than a lack of available units, because I'm not part of the community serving the

unsheltered population. I have many conversations [with housing insecure people]

focused on their challenges finding stable housing, but that is different than

direct experience. I'm as objective as I can be, but I’m talking to 25-30 people in a

week, hearing about their struggles and conflict in finding housing, when the units

they can afford aren’t there or for some they aren’t able to get rental

applications approved due to bad credit or prior evictions.”
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6. “There are different levels of housing insecurity. One is financial insecurity where

you temporarily can't pay your rent or your mortgage due to unforeseen

circumstances or the landlord/bank raises the amount which is outside of your

budget. If you lose your job, if your hours get reduced, or if your industry goes

away. That, of course, happened all through the COVID-19 pandemic, where

there's financial insecurity based on [unemployment, under-employment or

precarious employment]. That is not just in Indiana. The US Treasury allocated funds

for mortgage and rental assistance because this is a national issue and it is still

happening. People are still not able to work because of Covid or financial

setbacks that happened in 2020. Many have never recovered, because either

their industry went away or their mortgage/apartment unit was bought at and the

new owner is increasing the payment. That has a lot to do with the way that our

economy and workforce is structured and people are [living]

paycheck-to-paycheck. For most people that means getting a second job or even

third job. The costs are going up and the wages aren't matching so it’s not

enough to stay housed. “

7. “Another level of housing insecurity is that if you have a lease, it’s housing for only

12 months. Some people don't know if they’ll be able to get the next lease because

everybody has raised their rent. If someone can afford $900 a month, but now the

rent in a similar unit is $1,200 a month, how are they going to find housing since

they are already living within their budget. They may budget well, but the cost of

food, gas for their vehicle and everything else has also increased, except for

their wages.”

8. “I’m receiving complaints from some of the larger low-income apartment complexes

where it seems like there are residents that are racist, making multiple

complaints to their leasing office about the “Black kids”. It appears to be easier

to ask that family to leave or come up with an alleged lease violation versus

confronting whomever is making the complaints to property management. “

9. “Then depending on your perceptions and bias. It might be like, ‘He's sitting on

public property outside of my house – I bet he is seeing if he can break-in.’ It's just a

kid sitting there, but maybe he is skinny and white with bad teeth and neck tattoos

so he is perceived as being on meth. There's certain aspects [of negative
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stereotypes of housing insecure people] thatmay not be true, but they are

powerful due to stereotyping.”

10. “How do we shift the public [perception of unhoused people]? I have friends that

dress a certain way, spend a lot of time outside or maybe don't shower as much as

others, and they're like, ‘I was going in to buy whatever, and they were acting

guarded and watching me.’ I'm like, ‘Well that [business owners may expect]

you're going to come in and cause trouble or make customers uncomfortable.

“because you fit their stereotype of what a homeless person looks like.”

11. “I’ve noticed an increased response of [health and public safety] services from

the fire department in situations related to substance use and calls for people

that might need Narcan for overdose treatment and there have beenmore social

workers on staff with the police department. The BFD mobile [integrated

health] unit and BPD social workers should definitely be involved [in resolving

these threats to public safety] because they provide that service as municipal

and county employees interacting with the public in a different way than what

has traditionally been provided.”

12. “That was one of the things that I wanted to do with, brought up in some of the

discussions [in the breakout session of the Public Safety Town Hall] is helping to

improve public awareness of what happens if you call [911] to get assistance

from a social worker for someone while an [crisis] incident is happening versus

requesting an armed officer response. My understanding is that the [police]

department has an armed officer arrive first to assess that it's safe for their social

workers. I don't think there's been full transparency when it comes to the

[police-embedded] social workers involvement and follow-up services. A better

understanding of what the process is for the public would be helpful. You may see

somebody in potential crisis, not be correctly perceiving their need and want

to do something to assist but not “call the police on them”. Let’s say there's an

argument going on, and you don't want to have an armed officer show up to

escalate the situation. If you call BPD for social worker assistance, you may

understand why what you were wanting to prevent [still] happened. Informing

the public of how that happens in a broad way [about the emergency dispatch

protocols] would be helpful.”
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13. “I've had a couple of different incidences with the police because of my daughter’s

father. I tried to get assistance to request some type of well check and mental

health resources for him. He was going through some type of mental

health/emotional crisis and showed up at my house late at night. He had

permission from me to be in the garage, because he was storing some of his stuff

there, but showing up so late, acting erratically and some of the things he was

saying made me worried that it could be a self-harm/suicide situation. I was not

comfortable going into the garage not knowing if the situation was going to be

volatile, and I called dispatch to see if they could take him to the hospital for

care hoping that [my call could be diverted] right to the behavioral health

[experts] or something. It ended up being three armed officers showing up,

beating him up and pointing a gun at him. It was very traumatic and

unecessary and definitely carried over into the ongoing relationship [I have with

him]. How do you trust somebody who you think called the cops on you? Could

there have been a different approach had I known better? But I did not know. This is

a long time ago. This is before there were any kind of public safety social workers. I

thought I was doing what I needed to do, because I thought he was going to commit

suicide in my garage. “

14. “So I have had other negative experiences [with local law enforcement agencies]

through my relationship with him.Why are we getting pulled over again? How

come this doesn’t happen when I'm with my white boyfriend and/or friends?

Oh, maybe because they are Black and we live in Bloomington. I've had direct

experiences here, and also growing up depending on which cousins I was hanging

out with and what they look like. I realize that I have my own biased perception [of

local law enforcement] and we all have different perspectives based on

experiences. I think that it's important to note that.“

15. “HAND’s [housing and neighborhood development department] jurisdiction is

limited to title 4 and title 16 which is related to building structure/safety and

habitability and the number of people in the rental based on zoning ordinance

type. They've hired in a new position focused on Affordable Housing efforts

which is a full time staff position. They’ve been requesting additional staff for I think

two or three years. CFRD [community and family resources department], is
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hiring for a special projects coordinator that would focus on strategies for

reducing homelessness and provide services to the unsheltered/unhoused. “

16. “My preference is to have [the City] put more effort “higher up the stream”

with focus and services to people who are on the edge of losing their existing

housing, and work to support them so they won't need the [temporary shelter]

services later.”
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Advocacy Stakeholder D

1. “The [kinds of crime and threats to safety] that I've experienced or worked with

people experiencing are domestic violence of an intimate partner. Violence

happens very frequently here, also sexual assault happens very regularly.

Things that I've seen a lot of our unhoused individuals being taken advantage of.

People who look like someone who wants to help them. ‘You could sleep on my

couch, or you can do this or that.’ And then taking advantage of or coercing that

person into other behaviors that they wouldn't have done if they didn't have

substance use disorder, or if they were not unhoused. “

2. “I know a lot of people in our community are scared of the homeless population,

and they feel that that those individuals are a problem. And there are times that

that is true, however, about 7-8 years ago, I actually lived in what is now Friends

Place [overnight shelter], and so [I was] living with those folks. It's different now

with the types of drugs that there are now. But I felt safer there than I felt with a

lot of other people. So I think those perceptions [of seeing unhoused people as

threats to public safety] are just as dangerous as the actual threats [to safety].

It was just a community. I remember, like one time they were saying, oh, we don't

have toilet paper for the week. and so I had a job, and people and I didn't have

money to buy the toilet paper because we didn't have it at the shelter. But people

were like I'll just take care of it. I'll find toilet paper somewhere, because they

assumed that I would have to steal, and then I would be more vulnerable to get in

trouble. And just people looked out for each other in a different way. There were

times that I were. It was in places where people were using [drugs], which it was

something that I wasn't as familiar with. But I saw also how [unhoused] people

would take care of each other. “

3. “Who are the most vulnerable populations in our community? There's so many.

This actually came up in our [Public Safety Town Hall breakout session] group.

There's so many intersections. There's not just one [kind of] vulnerable person. I

think definitely those individuals who are unhoused, [people who] have

vulnerabilities like substance use, individuals that are transgender, and people

that have experienced violence before. I see a lot [in my work] of individuals who

have experienced emotional violence and physical violence. [The violence is]
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normalized in their life, and so they become more vulnerable. Often we see folks

who don't know how to cope with those [experiences], then they start using

substances, folks that have been incarcerated, individuals with disabilities - physical

or cognitive disabilities, people with language barriers.”

4. “The other thing is the barriers [to access of available safety resources]. I see

both sides: the people who have the fear of people that use [drugs], or people that

are unhoused. But then [I can also understand the perspective of] not knowing the

intentions of the people who are hosting sites [that offer services to marginalized

people]. Like here at [REDACTED], we have needle [syringe disposal] boxes.

People don't use them because of where it's located, and it's still not like in a main

area, but they're thinking, ‘If they can see me like walking this way on a camera, and

then i'm gone. Then somebody is going to assume that I'm using [drugs] and call

DCS and get my children involved, or get [other law enforcement agencies]

involved.’ So I think some of those [perceptions] could be barriers. “

5. “I think people are so much more vulnerable with what's going around today. But

then at the actual [crisis] events, we don't have as many staff at night. Things get

more hectic at night. And so how do you, if you have someone in crisis, how do

you best connect them [the safety resources they need] if you or they identify

that law enforcement may not be the safest option for them?”

6. “In that [Public Safety Town Hall breakout session], I think that was something a

couple of people talked about. Situations when they, or someone that they knew,

needed to call [emergency services,] when someone was having a mental health

crisis, or someone was potentially overdosing, and they were intending for

medical assistance to come. But it was law enforcement, and that encounter

did not go well. [We need to] have a flow chart of [emergency dispatch protocols

saying] this is where you should go, this is what you should be doing in these

moments. I say that not to say that all law enforcement is bad, because I know that

I've worked with, especially in the hospital advocacy when someone is

assaulted. I have worked with some amazing [law enforcement] officers, but I

just think, keeping in mind that not all identities are equal, and that we should

really be thinking about the most vulnerable folks. [Those who] are creating

policy [should be] keeping them in mind as you navigate it, because they will be

affected potentially the most negatively. “
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7. “I think [to resolve these problems, the city should] incorporate people that are

trusted [by marginalized people] already, so like there's a lady [REDACTED] from

Medicaid. She goes out and does different events within shelters and she will do just

different outreach, the HealthNet folks who are doing street outreach, folks that are

working at IRA [Indiana Recovery Alliance]. Things like that and getting

[marginalized people] to have some buy-in, and to be a part of [creating] it,

because I think once that happens, the word-of-mouth would really increase. “
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Community Stakeholder A

1. “We know that violent crimes rates, gun crimes, those kinds of things are

increasing. We know that our public safety staffing levels are decreasing. And so

we're seeing a deficit. Police officers, we're seeing a deficit of firefighters and

dispatch personnel. Those are all concerning, too, because that affects response

times and response rates. “

2. “We've got far fewer public safety personnel working in the city. All the research has

demonstrated from the experts who look at these things that you know we need

more firefighters. We need more police officers.We need more people. You know,

responding to certain types of events and crises that are occurring in the

community. And so the final crime rates are going up, and that's really a a big

concern, too. “

3. “I think there's a lot of the illicit behaviors that lead to a perception among people

in the community that moving to Bloomington is not as safe as it was before.

And you know, I think when we talk about public safety, we also need to be

talking about public health and a lot of this, since a lot of these behaviors,

whether it's violent crime or or nonviolent or just, you know kind of illicit things that

people are, seeing that that they feel like are degrading the quality of life in our

community are rooted in severe addiction and severe mental illness, and a lot of

times. I think there's some overlap there as well, too. and so that's the challenge I

think is addressing in a large, meaningful way, how do we get people to help they

need, so that they don't act out. And that our members don't have these

perceptions of Bloomington does not say that the community doesn't have these

perceptions that Bloomington is less safe, and so they avoid certain parts of town.

At certain times they don't want to take their families there for whatever reason,

because they just don't feel the safe. So those that, I think, is a huge threat to our

members, just the perceptions that Bloomington is not safe. But I think that is

backed up by some data that we saw on the recent Public Safety Report. The violent

crime rates are increasing, as well as the staffing levels of our police and fire are

decreasing in a concerning way. We hear a lot about syringes in the community,

when the Boys and Girls Club must have their staff scatter the grounds for an hour

each morning collecting syringes, so that the kids don't come across those. That's
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time spent by hose staff members picking up dirty syringes instead of serving our

youth. I think everyone would much rather those staff members rather than be paid

by a nonprofit who, on a shoestring budget to be paid, going around collecting

needles. Let's invest that staff time and those resources in programming for the kids

so that they have, you know, enriching programs. They can't do that when they're

out collecting needles. A lot of these distractions get in the way of our business

owners and members. We're having to deal with certain behaviors or for things that

are happening around their business when they really need to be focused on their

business and doing everything they can to get customers in the door and providing

the services that they're there to do.”

4. “The capacity issue of the town is one thing I hear a lot about, when do we reach

that saturation point of being able to help. We are very generous community, which

is great. But when does that generosity gets zapped? You know we Bloomington and

the [REDACTED] membership as well. Very compassionate place. You know, we have

870 members. 80% of which are small businesses and nonprofits, locally owned, you

know, businesses that we all patronize and love that make this community such a

great place. The [REDACTED] is a compassionate organization. I think we want to

be known as a community, and I know that if you need a second chance you

can come to Bloomington and get a second chance. I don't think we want to be

known as an enablement here. Where this is a place that you can come to get access

to things that are going to continue to cause problems for you personally, or for

your relationships. “

5. “Looking at the inflow of folks needing services who aren't necessarily Monroe

County residents, butmaybe coming from other counties surrounding Monroe

County. One of the things that I learned the other day was the Department of

Corrections is when is convicted of a felony. they send you to the State Prison rather

than the county jail, and then the department of corrections releases those folks

here in Bloomington without any real housing or anywhere to go. That is something

to look into. How can we identify those folks who are coming here that have some

backgrounds that they need help with getting jobs. They need help with getting

housing. They need help with probably substance use disorders, but just having

them kind of come into the community with no real plan or even knowledge about

our community that is a big burden on our residents. I don't know why Bloomington
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is one of those drop off places. It looks like the State Legislature needs to put a new

law in place. They're considering some legislation that would prevent the

Department of Corrections from doing that in the future, so that they must return

people to their home counties. “

6. “I think it's a good idea to give people help. The problem is, it can be exploited

by other communities, too. We hear the city of Columbus, for example, the police

there will arrest somebody for a possession of a syringe which is a felony in Indiana,

and they say, Look. if you don't want to go to jail if you don't want to go through

detox and withdrawal, and all that stuff that's what's gonna happen to you. You

want to stay here in Columbus, otherwise we'll give you a 125 bucks, and we'll put

you on a bus to Bloomington and they've got all the needles that you could ever

want and they have safe injection site. You can do all that. That's Columbus, but

there is Green County, Owen County, Orange County, Brown County, Morgan

County. “

7. “I think [public safety providers in communities outside Bloomington] see

Bloomington as a place where they can send their folks who are desperately in need

of help to get them help. At some point the community is going to be way over

capacity on the help that we can provide. And we're just not going to have the

resources to really do it again. We want to be a compassionate community.We

want to be a second chance community. But you know, for people who really

don't really want help. You know it's becoming a place that you know. They're

thriving, I think, in a lot of ways. “

8. “[The city government] is not overall accountable for these things like

affordable housing, mental healthcare, drug treatment, and all of that is way

too big. Some of that is also a county issue. Since the Health Department is a County

function, it's going to take real collaboration with the city and the county with

nonprofits. But it's not the city can take over every person within its city limits, or to

make sure they have treatment. That is not among their purview is, they don't have

the personnel, nor the resources to sort of handle a situation like that. Now they

can help with that and make sure that they're providing some resources. They

do a lot of different grant programs to a lot of the nonprofits. They have a lot of

those measures that they do to help the nonprofits and deal with some of these

things, but they cannot, I don't believe, take overall accountability to ensure
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that these things are maximized, and I don't know that we would want them to. I

would be much more interested in giving overall accountability to other provider

group, I don't know that we would want that to be the city administration or the city

council. They kind of lead the community. I would much rather see subject matter

experts that, you know, really understand mental health. really understand the

housing market, and what all is involved and who really understand addiction. The

challenges and issues, and understand the criminal justice system as well, too. That

is, hugely dependent on the county government. And yeah, they have complete

control over the criminal justice system here locally, just not with BPD, but with jail

and the courts. It would require a tremendous amount of collaboration. And I

don't think we would want to do that unilaterally for just the city. The state is

also needs to be involved. This session has been public health, and it is kind of a

regional approach. It needs to be a collaborative, an expert-needed endeavor that

does not fall under the municipality. And we don't want it to fall under the city. I's

not under their purview. They can NOT handle all those entities when their

essential services are trash pick up and public safety on the streets. All of

those are really what they are accountable for. And we've seen deficits there

with the essential services. It would be difficult to add more item on to the plate

of the city right now, considering that they're having a hard time keeping up with

everything that they've already planning or implementing. This is why we talk about

housing and constructing new housing units that we desperately need in

Bloomington and Monroe County. You have to go through the planning and

permitting process to do all of that, and we can't even get the planners over there to

issue permits in under a 6-month timeframe. I mean it's just incredible. You go over

to Brown County, and they issue it the same day. These are real challenges they

need to work out before they take overall accountability. You know a lot of these are

very high-level issues.

9. “The housing is a market and the city can't control the prices of land. They can't

control building costs, and a lot of those things are just out of their control. It's a

market, and Bloomington is just an 80,000-person municipality. To think [the city

government] can have a real effect on that is not reasonable. You can work on what

they've been doing, which is on the margins. But I don't think you can hold them

accountable for the price of housing. They cannot manipulate the market. The
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one area that they can kind of manipulate is that it's been brought up is a land trust

to buy land where they can kind of make it a little bit more affordable, based on

putting up some of the housing that they want. But even that is just a small portion

of the market. The City does not have a lot of undeveloped land they buy up, it has

to be available. And even then, let's just say they have this Land Trust you're still

looking at a very small amount of housing that they can feed into where you're not

going to achieve the goal of affordable housing or access to workforce housing.

You're just working on the perimeters. I think [providing housing to all unhoused

people in our community] is a great goal to have. And I would hope that it's

realistic. it's a good goal to have. I don't know that any community is ever going to

have 100% of their residents housed, and there may be some residents who don't

want to be housed or cannot actually take care of themselves. It's one thing to give

housing; but if people are not mentally or physically able to handle that

responsibility. There are a lot more factors in there, than just providing housing. “

10. “I heard a good podcast the other day with the Wheeler Mission in Indianapolis, and

this is something that they are really concerned about, and they've got all of these

different constituents that they work with, the people who are suffering from

housing insecurity, and they've got lots of options, and they want to help them all.

But he said his biggest challenge is he's got a subset of folks who simply don't want

any help, and they don't want to be housed, and there's nothing that he can do to

help them, despite his best efforts. They would rather, you know, stay in a tent

and camp for example, than live in shelter housing. So I think you know that's

probably got to be taken into consideration.“
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Community Stakeholder B

This institutional stakeholder, the Bloomington Board of REALTORS®, preferred that their

organization’s identity not be hidden in this Report.

1. “REALTORS® have a high-risk job. They are entering vacant properties, alone and

meeting clients at properties who may not be thoroughly vetted. There have been

increased incidences of REALTORS® entering vacant properties where an

unhoused, mentally ill, or intoxicated person has broken an entry and is

squatting in the property. This can be a very dangerous situation for all

parties. “

2. “When you drive on walnut and college you quickly realize we have a homeless

epidemic in our community. Many of the unhoused struggle with mental illness

and/or addictions. Untreated mental illness and addictions impact not only the

individual struggling but the community as a whole. There is an increase in

violence, theft, property damage, and pollution when people are left to

struggle through these conditions without support. “

3. “We need to be focusing resources on our school system and making sure they

have the services they need, and our teachers have the support that they need.

Teachers are leaving the profession at alarming rates. If we don’t want to add to our

pool of people with untreated mental illness and addiction issues, then we need to

work preventatively with the schools. Mental health issues and drug use among

children are increasing drastically and there are very few resources to address it.

These children will be adults very soon and living in our community. We need to be

doing everything possible to prevent a school shooting in our community. As we all

know, no community is immune, but the impact of such an event is devastating to

not only the victims and their families but the community as a whole. The quality of

the school system has a dramatic impact on the value of an individual’s home. How

easy would it be for you to sell your home if it was known nationally as being in the

community of a school shooting? “

4. “Elected officials could provide grants, low-interest loans, and/or other

incentives to help property owners rehabilitate blighted properties in our
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community. This would bemore inventory in our market while reducing the

damage that vacant and blighted properties cause for cities.”

5. “Our elected officials need to take a very hard look at how they canminimize

regulations, red tape and increase efficiencies that would enable builders to

increase our housing supply. They need to be actively seeking funding sources to

build infrastructure and seek tax incentives for developers to invest in housing in

our community. When supply is increased cost is reduced. Our elected officials

can have a huge impact on their constituents’ ability to have quality,

affordable homes and reduce the number of unhoused in our community.”

6. ”The elected officials need to seek the expertise of professionals in both the

private and public sectors to address the issues at hand. They need to respect

the data and the advice from those who know their specialty areas the most. They

need to focus on doing the hard work, thatmay not be popular, but is best for

the community. The work they should be doing is not work to get themselves

re-elected, but the work should be to increase the quality of life of us all.”
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Political Stakeholder A

1. “The major threats that I see is a significant increase in gun violence in the city, and I

think that our residents are not hearing about that a lot, possibly because of where

they're happening. There were 70 shots fired at people last calendar year, and

that is quite significant for the city of Bloomington. The other threat to public safety

that I see is an increase in street drugs especially Fentanyl. Fentanyl is killing

people, and causing people [to behave in ways] that can be erratic and sometimes

violent. I would also note that our lack of ability to retain our police and firefighters

is, puts [our community] at greater risk.”

2. “I think [our city’s threats to public safety] pose challenges at all levels [of city

government] frankly, but particularly in our in our police and fire. These public

servants don't know what they're walking into on any given day. That may have

always been true, but this increase in gun violence, and increased street drug threat

is, putting them at greater risk. As I have done ride-alongs and talked to them

directly, they really feel like they have - the illustration I've been using is there's this

big avalanche coming at them, and no matter how hard they work, the

avalanche is actually getting bigger instead of smaller as a result of their work

- and that does seem to be a core piece of the morale issue in the police and

fire departments.“

3. “[The City’s lack of access to housing, and sufficient mental healthcare and drug

treatment] these three issues are at the top of my agenda, and they're all, of course.

inextricably entwined. The city can convene us and bring all of these

stakeholders together. Allowing the nonprofits to do what they do best, and to

create those added services. The City's role is as convener, and then potentially

as the applicant for government funds that serve to address these issues and

then filtering them to nonprofits. If it is the case that the nonprofits cannot apply

directly. There are some of those [Federal or State] government funds that have to

go directly to the municipal [City] governments. In that way, the city could

understand what the best practices and priorities are, and further equip the

nonprofits to do their work.We need our Parks department involved, our HAND

department involved, our Planning department involved, in helping to ensure

communication around public safety and housing needs so they are better met.
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They are very much the eyes and ears on the ground, and they understand things

about how our residents are living, and want to live, better than any other single

department could understand on their own. When we're trying to tackle these

complex issues, it's really important that we're doing outreach to all of our city

departments to have them play a role in at least inputting into the solutions. “

4. “I really don't know [if the City has the economic resources to sustainably resolve

these three issues], because the City hasn't published a public independent

audit that’s up to date. It's very hard to track what funds the city has

available, and what they can be used for as a resident. You have to be an insider

to be able to answer that question. I think that we need local solutions, and there

may be Federal funds, and I think that there are, when it comes to housing. We

know there are [Federal] HOME dollars available. There are CDBG [community

development block grant] dollars available that we can leverage. We can and should

be leveraging those things. A local municipality’s [city government’s] role is to

access those funds and deploy them for use in these kinds of projects. But I think

that we need to have local solutions that are potentially funded with assistance from

elsewhere. In addition to [being funded] locally.

5. “Many [city] departments are going to need to be involved [to sustainably

resolve these three issues]. You don't think of the Parks Department as being

involved in mental health, or substance use. Most people don't, but I understand

that they are involved. I think if you were to make the mistake of pigeon-holing it

into one department, you would not get the comprehensive approach that we really

need as a community.What you are asking about, frankly, are several

components of social determinants of health. And we have learned over the past

decade-plus that you can't expect a Health Department to deal with all of the

social determinants of health. If you shoe-horn it there, you're going to get

doctors and nurses that are trying to solve housing issues [and] that's not

where they're solved. If we create a priority in the city that these three issues

are the core issues. We may need a position that helps coordinate that work

and navigate the intersectionality of it all to ensure that our plan stays. Our

plan first of all gets written, but then stays on track. But I think, it has to be

very strategic. But if you pigeonhole it into one department rather than engaging
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your whole city team, or at least your city leadership team, then we will

certainly leave out assets that we could be bringing to the table. “

6. “Well, we have already a team working at Heading Home. And there's also the

South Central Indiana Housing Network. They are working on housing. I would

like a team that's sort of similar to the Stride coalition that used to exist to come

back to the table to at least look at in a comprehensive way mental health and

substance use disorder. That was a team of tens of different organizations and

community leaders that came together, and the main output of that work was the

Stride Center. They had mental health providers from Centerstone. We had the

Indiana Recovery Alliance, Health Net, IU Health was there, we had all kinds of

health providers and housing providers, all through the spectrum [of public

safety], the police chief came. The sheriff's office usually sent somebody. I was

there from the [REDACTED]. There were lots of people involved in that coalition. We

may not need it to be as broad but frankly, it was a really good team. “

7. “If we really want to look at how we're solving [these three issues of lack of

housing, mental healthcare and drug treatment] as a city, we need some

transparency in our finances to understand where we might be able to go. We

have a shortage of police and firefighters, and part of their problem is that they're

not being paid highly enough. That may or may not be solvable. And without the

public audits, we just don't know. I think that piece is really key. If we want our

commissions to be empowered to solve these issues. We have to know what

[economic resources] we're working with. “

8. “How we do government is my number one [campaign issue], and then housing and

public safety, especially as it pertains to substance use, and mental health. “
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Political Stakeholder B

This political stakeholder did not reply to our requests to approve the direct quotes from
their outreach in time to be included in this Report.
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Political Stakeholder C

This political stakeholder preferred that the direct quotes from their outreach with our
Special Committee not be included in this Report.
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Passed

This Report was passed with a unanimous vote of 7-0-0 by the CAPS Commission on July 6,

2023.

Voting members

Kamala-Brown Sparks, Jason Michalek, Patty Moon, Sophia Gloria Amos, Nejla Routsong,

Carolyn Leinenbach, Tyler Shaffer

Amended

This Report was amended with a unanimous vote of 6-0-0 by the CAPS Commission on

August 3, 2023.

Voting members

Kamala-Brown Sparks, Jason Michalek, Patty Moon, Sophia Gloria Amos, Nejla Routsong,

Matthew Needler
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Amended

This Report was amended for technical corrections with a unanimous vote of 5-0-0 by 

the CAPS Commission on September 13, 2023.

Voting members

Kamala-Brown Sparks, Jason Michalek, Patty Moon, Sophia Gloria Amos, Nejla Routsong


